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JOHN SQUIRRELL: A FARMER AND STOREKEEPER
WHO MINED (BRIEFLY) AT TE AROHA
Abstract: An English merchant’s clerk, some years after his wife’s
death John Squirrell brought his sister and daughters to New Zealand to
settle in the new Shaftesbury settlement, upriver from Te Aroha. His letters to
English relatives provided details of their experiments with growing a variety
of produce, which they sold locally or sent to the Auckland. He also took over
a store, running it with the assistance of one of his daughters and struggling
to obtain payment from customers before refusing to sell on credit. A leading
member of the small Shaftesbury community, he did his best to assist its
development.
In 1888 a blacksmith and sometime miner, James Munro, convinced
him to prospect ground in the Tui portion of the goldfield. Again, his letters
provided details of their amateur and short-term, unprofitable efforts;
lacking capital to open up their ground, it was soon abandoned. His
investments in Waiorongomai mines were equally unprofitable.
In 1892 Squirrell acquired land at another settlement, at Gordon,
further upriver. He struggled to develop this farm, and was involved in
conflicts with other members of the settlement, especially after he became
secretary of the association. He continued to farm elsewhere, and became
involved in early dairy companies, again becoming caught up in controversy.
A man holding strong opinions on a variety of topics, and very willing to
express them, he regarded himself as a radical but opposed the Liberal
Government. In his personal life he had to cope with two daughters suffering
from mental problems, one of them being admitted to the asylum. He spent
all his life attempting to provide for his family, only attaining a modest
standard of living.
PART ONE: ENGLAND
FAMILY BACKGROUND
John Squirrell was born in December 1840, in Stowmarket in Suffolk,
to John, a tailor, and Harriet, née Squirrell, of nearby Bildeston, daughter
of William, presumably a relative of her husband’s father, another John.
Squirrell’s father had been born in 1809, and his mother five years
previously. After their marriage at Bilderston in August 1832, they had
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seven children: Pleasance Martha, born in March 1833; Rosa Anna, born in
February 1835; Frances Naomi, born in 1837, who died in 1841; Jane
Dinah, born in 1839; John, born in December 1840; Harriet Esther, born in
1842; and Mary Sophia, born in 1847 and who died in 1848. All except their
last child, who was born and died in London, were born at Stowmarket.
Both parents would die at Cavendish Square, London: his father in 1867
and his mother in 1880. 1
In a diary, kept erratically for most of his life after he settled in
London, Squirrell listed some of the schools he had attended. In 1850, when
aged nine, he was at the Craven School. 2 After being at ‘Mr Ward’s School’
from October 1851 to December 1854 and then ‘Dr Pope’s School’ from
January 1854 to July 1855, he returned to the Craven School and seemingly
concluded his education there at an unknown date after July 1857. 3 As a
young man he continued to educate himself, attending lectures and visiting
museums and exhibitions. 4
In December 1861, his diary described a fall-out with his father:
‘Resigned my membership in Keppel St Class on acct. of Father’s
misrepresentation of my conduct there. Ordered by him to leave the house
on my arrival at home, declined to do so unless I had written notice, on the
ground of being a lodger’. 5 No further details were recorded of this obscure
squabble, and as there was no mention of his seeking a new place to live it
seems to have been resolved. There is no other mention of his parents in his
diary, but the significance of this omission is not known; it was very sketchy
most of the time.
OCCUPATIONS
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According to his obituary, based presumably on family legend,
Squirrell had worked in the Bank of England; according to his wife’s death
certificate and his own account, he was a merchant's clerk in London for 25
years. 6 According to his diary, he had lived in London, near Oxford Circus,
for 23 years, 7 and he never worked in the Bank of England.
A diary entry for 18 February 1862 recorded ‘change’ at the company
he was then working, F. & C. Palmer. A man who had been dismissed
because of ‘reduction of expenditure’ told him ‘that I was to be the next in
less than 6 months – resolved immediately to learn German’, clearly to
improve his chances for working for a mercantile firm with an overseas
office. 8 On the following day he ‘resolved to get in a merchant’s office
whether dismissed … or not’. 9 On 13 August he wrote a letter ‘to F. & C.
Palmer about leaving’. On the following day, ‘C[harles] Palmer said I was
quite right what I said in my letter, he thought I ought to be doing
something for myself, I was 21, & they could not do any more for me. I could
stop as long as I liked & go when I got something’. 10 After, presumably,
seeking other employment, in late February 1863 he ‘inserted an
advertisement in Public ledger (for 3 times) to see if that would get me a
situation’. Later notes recorded that he had published the advertisement on
three more occasions: ‘no result’. 11
In May 1863, ‘Mr F. Palmer complained about my not having done’ a
particular paper (the nature of which was unclear) and ‘said it must be done
in 7 days. I spoke to C. P[almer], promised to do it by giving up my dinner
hour & stopping late, & finished by asking him for the usual 10£ rise for the
remaining year, of which 7 months had gone. He said “all right, only set to
work” ’. 12 Then in early June he asked for his quarterly cheque, but the one
he received was £5 ‘short’. When he spoke on the next day to Charles
Palmer, the latter ‘denied that he had promised as above [and] said he had
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overpaid me & should deduct [£]2.10.0 next quarter’. 13 On 1 August he
recorded that a new firm, F.W. Palmer, had been formed after the original
partners parted. 14 On 10 September there was another discussion about his
remuneration:
Recd Cheque all right making up the usual 10£ rise for the whole year. F.W.
P. said it should go on at 90£ for six mos. I wrote to him next day for £100
from that time, being a £20 rise. He said that he was not sure he could not
do without me. I said I did not think he could, he said he must think about
it. 15
The outcome, three months later, was unsatisfactory:
Succeeded in getting £25 from F.W. Palmer as I had written for. After some
argument Mr Palmer said that was the highest he could go to. I told him I
should not stop at that only for a year, he said many did stop & many got
less, I said I expected always to improve & not to stop at any thing, certainly
not at 100 a year, so he said, if I should not stop & if I had such ideas, he did
not wish to be in my way & he thought I had better look for something at
once, so we agreed to go on for three months, only at same Rate. Poor
Stephen [was] awful bad when he saw the cheque book, said it was a
mistake & he should speak to Mr Palmer, he knew it was a mistake because
Mr P had told him at Brighton that I should not have it, & so I found out that
the Brighton conference was to discuss with my greatest enemy the letter I
had written. No wonder he had decided not to accede to my request.
The remainder of this diary entry was crossed out, making it
illegible. 16 After spending two months in Germany because of his interest in
the conflict over Schleswig-Holstein, he returned in early May 1864 to find
he ‘was nearly two months out of a situation owing apparently to the
Prussian & Danish war & my trying to get in German offices only, also
probably that the eldest Mr Palmer did not speak up for me to some who
enquired’. He immediately tried ‘to get a situation’. 17 For a time he was
unable to leave London ‘for fear of losing a situation which might turn up
any day’. 18 Then, on 6 July, he recorded a new development:
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At last by answering an advertisement I succeeded in getting in with Mr P.J.
Waite, 21 Mincing Lane, Merchant, to begin on the 7 July, Thursday, @ £80
a year (?) & double for overtime. After the first week the top clerk &
another left, the latter (Coale, perhaps only temporarily). This I got without
the assistance of F.W. Palmer, by getting a capital character from Charles
Palmer, who said he was on the point of writing for me to go to him 19 for a
short time. 20
The question mark suggests he was uncertain whether he had been
promised this precise amount. At the end of that month there was an office
drama:
July 30/64 Sat. £1 taken from the Cash Box at the Office. Since the night
before Glenison made a great fuss when I spoke about it and I strongly
suspected him & communicated my suspicion to Mr Waite, a cross
examination [was] held in which G. confused himself & answered falsely.
Aug 4/64. Mr Glenison did not arrive at the office. On telling Mr Waite this
he asked who had taken the 50£ Cheque to the post for L[iver]pool the
evening before. It was him. Telegraphed to L’pool – not arrived – sent Mr
Clark to fetch him, who went roughly & threatened police if he did not
come, he found him in bed (? just got there). Got up & came with his
wife…. In the meantime a letter came to Mr Lamb which we knew as G’s
writing, though seemingly disguised, to tell him to meet him next morning
at the Office before [it opened?] & say what Waite said about him, also to
tell W. that he looked very ill the day before & not to say any thing about it
to his wife. He wrote at the same time to Waite saying he had suffered with
spasms & could not come. Just before he arrived a telegram came to say it
[the cheque] had come rightly to hand. Mr Waite asked G’s wife if she knew
Lamb, she said, “Yes, to her cost, & that he was a very bad fellow & she
was surprised that Mr Waite had him in the office” (? Was she any good
herself).
Aug 8. My place very stormy. Waite fetched Macpherson (age ? abt 35) to
be top [clerk]. Mac. soon lost 10/- or 15/- & made an awful mull [muddle]
in St Petersburg till I had to tell him a great deal.
Aug 14. He (Mr Waite) asked me if I should like to be kicked out of the
office because Hepworth had been waiting on him, & could not go
somewhere at once with a letter I gave him, of course I take no notice of all
his speeches & in 2 minutes he is quite civil again. 21
Enough was soon enough, as shown by his entries for October,
commencing with 4 October:
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This day I was engaged by Messrs Crawford Colvin & Co at £90 per annum
– he said £80, I said I would take it, but had hoped for £100. He said the
clerk before me had that sum but after consultation agreed to give me £90.
Mr Young had tried for some time to get me the place, at last he got
permission for me to see Mr Nelson, but he said he wanted first class
writing and mine was not good enough. He asked me to send him another
specimen, which I promised to do, but afterward wrote a letter saying I
thought it would be better to decline the place as I could not fulfill his
wishes. I thought I would just see Mr Young before I posted the letter - & he
spoke so encouragingly of my prospect of obtaining it that I decided to do
what Mr Nelson asked me and I managed to write so well that they were
satisfied. Mr Waite became much more civil & would not give me any more
notices, so I don’t know what I shall do today as it is my Last day.
Sat. Oct 8th as P.J.W. was going away I said I wanted to have a word with
him – he said he wished I had spoken before. I said I only wanted him to
conclude his engagement with me, that I had hardly anything to do, & it was
no use to either of us my stopping. He said if I wished to go it must be so &
went. I had only 2 days due to me which I took from the Petty Cash,
balanced it up & handed it over to one of the clerks –
On Monday morning 10 Oct/64 I went to Messrs Crawford Colvin & Co. In
the evening I went to see if I could do anything for P.J.W. When I got
[there] the clerk asked if I had rec[eived] a letter, I asked what about – to
know why I did not come that morning. I said where is Mr Waite, they said
in his private room. I walked in [and] said I had come to ask if there was
anything they wished to ask me & I was very much surprised to hear he had
written for me. He said, of course, what did I mean by not coming, where
had I been all day? I told him the reason was that he had not given me leave
to go on Saturday, & I could not come back. He said I must give him a
month’s notice, I said there was no need, he had given me six and I had a list
of them. He said I had taken no notice of them at the time, I said I took them
now. He threatened to kick me out. I said if he wanted to be nasty about it I
would give him a lawyer’s name. He said again he wanted [to] kick me out
of the counting house; I said “very well that will do” and turned round &
walked out, shutting him in. I asked the clerks if there was anything I could
tell them. They asked me about several things & then I walked off, saying I
had done with Mr Waite.
When I got to Camden Town I found letter inquiring why I was not at the
office & wishing [for] an early explanation of my absence. Heard no more
from him. Met a clerk some days after, who said he [Waite] complained to
some one that his “produce clerk had left him quite suddenly” ---Oct 24th. Get on very well at my new place. Have not yet discovered all the
partners’ names…. This place is likely to be a certainty. 22
And so it proved: after having worked for Waite for only three months,
he retained his new position for 14 years. In April 1872 his salary was
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increased to £140. 23 Then, from 1 April 1878 until 6 July 1881, he was
employed by Power Bros & Co., of Bishopsgate Street, London, 24 a firm
specializing in the American grain trade. 25
RELIGION
In April 1861, his diary recorded his attending Park Chapel, and two
months he wrote to ‘Mr Harrison’ about joining it; they met in June. 26 After
discussions with other chapel members, was ‘Recd into the Church’ on 1
August. 27 From then on, he attended its services, social events, and
quarterly members’ meetings. 28 He noted the content of some of the sermons
preached, 29 and also recorded details of particularly interesting addresses
given to the Park Chapel Young Men’s Christian Institution. 30 After
quarterly members’ meetings he noted the arguments made on both
spiritual and practical issues. 31
In May 1862 he attended a lecture on ‘Nonconformity in 1662 &
1862’. 32 Later that month, at a large Evangelical meeting in Exeter Hall, he
took detailed notes of the speeches of visiting French Protestants:
M de Faye of Lyon spoke of the attempts of the government to suppress
their little church consisting of about 80 members. It was suppressed by a
court held for the purpose of buying [it] but it continued to meet & [at] last
ventured to put a board out with the words “Chapelle Evangelique.” When
the authorities immediately wrote to the press in the most alarming manner,
M Faye said it was as though the whole kingdom would be overthrown by
the putting out of their board. The church has to pay 900 francs a year to
govt. Lyons [is] the great seat of Mariolatry [with] statue of Mary on a high
23
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hill above the town. M Faye asked a man whom he met what it was for, he
said she had protected the town from the plague & the cholera, her image
being carried round by the priests. The late inundations however were on
account of the want of faith in the people. He asked the man why she was
put up in the clouds - he said he was queen of heaven & the clouds were her
footstool. He then asked him what that chain was for that came from the
statue down the side of the hill - he said a lightning conductor. He asked
how it was she required a conductor to protect her from lightning if she was
Queen of heaven – the man could not answer that question. M Bersier said
the great evil in France was Pantheism. M de Pressencé said in his speech
[delivered in French] that a great struggle was coming with infidelity. 33
As usual, Squirrell did not comment on these speeches in his diary, but
it may be assumed, by the fact that so much detail was recorded that he
agreed with the anti-Catholic sentiments expressed. Four days later he
‘Resolved to give one tenth part of all receipts every year (salary, interest on
money, profits on books &c &c) to God’. 34
On one Sunday evening in September 1862, along with another man he
attended two religious meetings, the first a Baptist ‘Tabernacle Feast’; as
the sermon was summarized in his diary, he took it seriously. Not so the
second one:
Coming back, looked in to a Mormonite meeting. The preacher said there
was a real prophet now living on the earth, his name was Brigham Young.
Said the object of Mormonism was to raise people to make them pure &
Good. Another man prayed to God in the name of Jesus & finally they sung
“Praise God from whom all blessings flow.” We did not join in it, but stood
close to the door. 35
In November 1863 he recorded a theological argument:
Called on Mr Shipton, discussion for about 1 hour & a quarter, principally
on the Personality of the Holy Spirit, Mr S. arguing for a sep[arate] person, I
affirming that the Spirit was the spirit of God & of Jesus Christ, viz their
influence & power as apart from themselves (see letter to him). Mr Udall
coming in, Mr S called him to the rescue: “Do you believe in the Personality
of the Holy Spirit?” “Certainly.” “On what grounds do you believe it?” Mr
U rubbed his head with his hands & considered: “Well really I have never
thought on the subject”, he was quite unprepared with any defence, only he
had always believed it, because he said it is in the Bible. I could not help
laughing at his confusion. After Mr Mason was brought against me, all three
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at once, & I had enough to do. Most of the texts produced answered my
purpose better than theirs. They came to the conclusion that we should never
agree, & thought I had better think of it, & study the matter more. I came to
the conclusion that Mr Shipton was a very good tempered man, as he did not
get out of temper, although he hinted at last that we might get too warm, not
at all likely on my part, in theology. 36
An entry for January 1868 gave a very full account of his personal
faith:
Last of a series of discussions at [the] Gordon Square “Catholic Apostolic
Church” with one of the officials there (a young man, probably not much if
any older than myself). I had been there on three occasions last year (1866)
in Decr. The subjects then of the sermons were “Behold I stand at the door
& knock,”, “Not having spot or wrinkle or any such thing,” “And we shall
reign on the earth.” Went again on various occasions in 1867. On one
occasion took [his wife] Maria. Lastly when I went on Decr 15th I was
accosted coming out by a young man, who asked me if I had any question to
ask respecting their worship &c, and to put matters straight at once I told
him that I was a member of a Congregational Church but that I liked to
come there occasionally as I enjoyed their worship very much although
conducted in a very different manner to that which I was accustomed to. We
then got into a conversational argument on the Millennium – which he said
was “ a bodily reign of Christ on earth, to commence shortly,” but which I
said was a spiritual reign, affirming that Christ took a body that he might
suffer & die therein but that having done his work he would never assume a
body again as it would be a second humiliation.
On three subsequent occasions the arguments were resumed between us,
comprising a great many subjects – The Trinity – The Sacraments – The
resurrection of the Body – The everlasting duration of punishment - The
matters relating to their form of Church government – Heaven – The
resurrection – What constituted a Christian – The Church – Reason & Faith
&c &c. The principal argument was on Baptism (by water), which he
maintained was the commencement & cause of Christian life in the Soul,
whereas I maintained that no ceremony was necessary to make a Christian,
that it was an inward change of heart effected by the Spirit of God in answer
to prayers, and declared myself a Christian who had never been sprinkled in
infancy nor immersed on joining the church. I affirmed that there was not
three Gods but two, Father & Son, that the Spirit was the power & influence
proceeding from them – that sprinkling or immersion were unnecessary to
salvation & bore no part in producing it and were only acceptable in so far
as those who believed in them practiced them as believing they fulfilled
God’s commands – that there would never be any resurrection of the Body –
that ultimately Christ would wrest every soul from the hands of Satan – that
Heaven was not merely this earth done up anew – That a Christian was not
merely a baptized (with water) person but a follower of Christ – that the
Church of Christ was composed of all who loved & followed him
36
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throughout the world – that we could only believe what was first
understood, that reason must go before faith & faith could only be founded
on knowledge, that this earth would not be the final abode of departed spirits
but a large place where the inhabitants of the whole universe would meet.
He gave me up at last, said he should like me to come in the week & speak
with those better able to argue these matters than he was, but I said I would
not intrude myself farther upon them, except that I was always ready to
speak.
Going out I said to him, “You told me that you had the bread & wine here in
a Tabernacle”, he said “yes” & lifted up the curtain that I might see it. I said,
“So you do not believe that Jesus is ascended & sitting at the right hand of
God the Father?” He said, “Yes.” Then I said they should worship him
spiritually, & not reverence any material substance, for that was Idolatry –
this concluded we shook hands & parted. 37
In 1876, at an unstated date a new church was established and
communicants in the Park Chapel were invited by a Mr Critchley ‘to a
preliminary meeting to discuss everything freely’ so that there would be no
complaints later that
things were not as they wished. Tried to find out the business beforehand
but could obtain information. Found out that others had a paper sent them
asking for their opinions &c – so at the meeting a printed statement of
doctrine &c was produced which I had heard nothing of but which was
supposed to be in accordance with the answers to the paper sent out.
2nd article “Trinity of persons in the Godhead”. Spoke against the word
“Trinity.”
(In the previous portion of this Scheme referring to the Church Government
[I] spoke to have the words “Independent” changed to Congregational, not
carried at the time but was afterwards printed so.)
4th Article – Everlasting Death. [I] spoke strongly against the eternity of
future punishments, which resulted in Mr Critchley saying: “I cannot admit
a universalist to this church,” whereupon having been excluded in
anticipation I sat down, after repeating in the strongest terms my abhorrence
at the idea of perpetual torment.
The remaining articles were agreed to in silence, no one speaking, & the last
article as to the perpetual obligation of ordinances being read, I rose to say
that I should have liked to speak upon that as well as others, but the ground
had been taken from under me that I felt that I had no further right to speak.
Next Sunday a sermon was preached on the text
“My people have committed 2 evils, they have been out for themselves &
left me the fountain of living water, & have hewn out for themselves
cisterns, broken cisterns, that will hold no water,” and the sermon [was]
preached to heretics, young men puffed up with their knowledge & vanity –
who wanted to be different from other people, despised the saints, calling
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them insipid – and after forming a little set in the church finally left it &
went the downward way &c.
Both the readings left off in the middle of the chapters at verses affirming
eternal destruction, and the whole service seemed appointed to annihilate me
once [and] for all. I did not attend the adjourned meeting, feeling that all
liberty of speech was gone & if I was to be excluded I had no right there,
knowing also that if I did speak I should fall foul of many other articles.
But when the time came for the admission of members I determined to ask
for admission [so] that I might never be said to have not asked. Mr C. said I
had excluded myself. I said, “No, on the contrary, I applied for admission.”
He then suddenly withdrew all opposition, requiring only adhesion to one or
two things. I said I must have liberty to deny or modify at least half of the
articles in question. Full liberty [was] conceded and my name taken. I was
very much astonished at the change – found out [later] that others agreed
with me and perhaps have to be excluded, also that some persons had
exerted themselves on my behalf & that the matter was discussed at the
Blackheath committee. 38
In an appendix to his diary, Squirrell recorded an ‘anecdote of Palissy’, a
Huguenot, which clearly applied to his own views on religious (and political) freedom:
‘The King of France told him if he did not turn Catholic he should be compelled to burn
him. “You are a King,” said he, “& you say compelled. I cannot be compelled to do any
thing my conscience disapproves” ’. 39
SUNDAY SCHOOL
In March 1862, Squirrell recorded attending an ‘Old Scholars’ Meeting’
of the Craven Chapel Sunday School, where he ‘saw some old friends I had
not seen for 4 or 5 years’. 40 He attended another such gathering in the
following February and had a ‘very pleasant meeting’. 41 His involvement in
Sunday Schools had been renewed when, on a Sunday afternoon in June
1861, he attended the Park Chapel Sunday School. 42 On 2 October that
year, he recorded attending a Teacher’s Quarterly meeting, which amongst
other issues discussed the ‘receiving in of new teachers, myself amongst
them’. 43 In the following February, he ‘went to assist’ a parents’ tea
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meeting. 44 When attending a quarterly meeting of the members of the
chapel in June 1862, he noted some comments about the work of Sunday
Schools. ‘Mr Deed spoke about our new school room, had no definite plan
but [believed] the deacons would most likely have some [in the] next
quarter, so we had better get our money ready’. 45 In the following month, he
attended another teachers’ meeting. ‘Papers read, written by female
teachers, on the defects of Sunday Schools - principal one – a want of order
& obedience. Conversation on the papers & other things relating to the
subject afterwards, very nice meeting’. 46
In February 1863 he recorded another parents’ meeting: ‘capital
speaking, crowded to choking’. 47 Late that year, diary entries indicated his
close friendship with one of the boys attending his classes:
Oct 25: Called on one of my scholars, Wm Douglas. Found that he had had
the scarletina very bad & [was] hardly expected to live for some days. Could
not see him.
Nov 2: Called again. He had the Scarlet Fever afterwards & then was taken
with Dropsy. The mother said it was dangerous to see him, the doctor had
been taken very bad, but as she said he might die at any moment I thought I
would like to see him. He was almost unconscious, could just whisper my
name, & stretched out his hand very slowly to me, was in very great pain;
could only tell him I hoped he would soon be better, but don’t know whether
he understood me….
Sunday Nov 8th: Heard when I got to school that dear Wm Douglas was
dead; had died the Thursday before. Mr Doughty called after the school to
tell me – said the mother was almost broken hearted & he hardly knew how
to bear it. I told him that I was sure he was gone to heaven & that we must
follow him there & then we should see him again. He asked for a copy of
William’s report of good conduct, which had been mislaid, his mother
wished it to be exactly [in] the same words. 48
After visiting Germany in 1864, at a teachers’ meeting he ‘spoke about
German Sunday Schools, & exhibited S.S. paper’. 49
‘RAGGED SCHOOL’
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In May 1862 he replaced another man as the
School. Five boys, remarkably good, wanted to hear
Killer. Told them about David & Goliath’. A later
attendance, only 2 or 3 turned out’. 50 This is the
involvement in these schools for the poor.

teacher in a ‘Ragged
about Jack the Giant
session had a ‘small
only reference to his

YMCA
On 12 November 1861, his diary mentioned the Young Men’s Christian
Association for the first time, when he attended a meeting at Exeter Hall to
hear an address on ‘France & England eighty years ago’. 51 In December he
attended the same hall to hear a YMCA concert of ‘Church music ancient &
modern times, Choir of 100 persons & organ’. 52 In May 1863 he joined the
Young Men’s Christian Association Literary Institute in Aldergate. 53 That
November he was invited to join the YMCA, and after having a theological
debate with the person who had issued the invitation, he was formally
accepted into it. 54
TEMPERANCE
In December 1861, Squirrell recorded attending a temperance meeting
at the Mansion House. 55 In the following May, he attended a large meeting
held in Exeter Hall ‘called by National temperance league in connection
with Ministerial conference; 12 ministers, 6 clergymen, 6 dissenters spoke’.
He recorded in detail some of the speeches, presumably agreeing with their
arguments. 56 In September he attended a meeting at Exeter Hall of the
‘International Temperance & Prohibition Convention’, afterwards listing the
speakers but not recording their arguments. 57
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POLITICS
Squirrell’s diary included several mentions of current political events. 58
In December 1861 he recorded opinions that had impressed him: ‘Discovered
by reading review of Book by Mr J.S. Mill that to make a true republic
minorities must be represented, adopted also the view of Non local suffrage
- & multiplied votes to prevent waste of votes by non election of candidates
first selected’. 59 In the following March he recorded the announcement at a YMCA
meeting ‘that an American gentleman named Peabody had offered £100,000 towards
improving the dwellings of the poor in London (should have been £150,000)’. 60 On the
evening of Monday, 1 December 1862, at an evening class (the Park Chapel
Young Men’s Christian Institution?), Squirrell gave his first formal lecture:
I spoke a little on Milton at the Class – his republican & anti-State Church
principles. Quoted a piece from his writing about the title of King,
Sovereign, Lord &c, which he says are “arrogancies or flatteries,” asked
what he would have said to the Englishmen of the present day, who say
“Our most gracious Sovereign Lady.” Trembled while I spoke very much,
knowing that the majority was against me. 61
If his personal sentiments were opposed to the concept of royalty, they
did not stop him joining the crush to see Princess Alexandra of Denmark
arrive to marry the Prince of Wales and then going out on the following
evening to admire the illuminations. 62 In June 1864 he noted that leaders of

the Protestant denominations had been ‘to the Queen to congratulate her
about the Royal baby’, the first child of the Prince of Wales, and that the
principal ones ‘had the Honour of kissing her Majesty’s hand’. 63
At a meeting of the Park Chapel Young Men’s Association held in
November 1864, he seconded a resolution on ‘Party Reform’. He then spoke
to the motion:
House of Comm[ons] elected by non-local suffrage. Character of
Parliament reformed – H of C not to submit to tokens of inferior authority,
58
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to be called & dismissed by a sovereign – it stands before the H of L
comprised of Bishops & some nobles who have no nobility – The H of C
sh[ould]d rep[resen]t the people, the H of L the intellect of the Country –
My Reformed Parliament a senate of Veteran Politicians like Palm[erston],
Russell, Vaughan, together with men of marked ability denoted by the
Country through the Press & elected by the Commons to the Upper H. for
life. Also a lower House of Reps by Un[iversal] Suffrage.
Such a Sen & H of R, with Ministry & Pres. of Ministers, to govern solely &
to allow no one on pretence of sup[erior] blood & appeals to antiquated
names & fictions to interfere with them.
Mr Lyons [said he was] glad such sentiments were never heard from any one
else, all against me, even essayist. 64 As a matter of course what I said much
misrepresented in the Discussion, no chance of reply.
(see proof of speech
forgot parts & spoilt it). 65
Was it for holding opinions like these that the following experience
occurred on 7 September, which was written into his diary after this
November entry?:
Attacked by a mob on Holborn Hill @ 1/4 to 10. Going home from
Y.M.C.A., No. 1 knocked my hat in, No. 2 D[itt]o. The hat disappeared
from my head, I seized it again, [and] a third man was just about to attack
me when I struck [him] a tremendous blow in the face. After raising a few
shouts of “murder” & “police” I bolted into a public house, the door of
which stood just behind me, the infuriated mob following but the good
people took my part firmly, let me in a back part of the bar & bolted the
door. Two policemen soon came & then No. 3 became remarkably innocent.
His face all bleeding, he declared himself a harmless passenger whom I had
assaulted, & declared he had nothing to do with it, although he came back
after passing me to assault me. I gave my address to him & my friends made
him give me his, a literary curiosity almost indecipherable. I was finally
escorted up the hill by two policemen, the mob threatening, but they soon
dispersed, all but the damaged one & a friend of his who dogged us. The
policeman went some way & I then went off round middle row 66 & so got
away. I have some recollection of one [man] having a stick; the hat went 67
out again after its knocking & I [was] not hurt at all. 68
He had another experience of violence two years later (precise date not
recorded):
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Reform Meeting in Hyde Park. Went at 6.30 [and] waited outside till abt
7.30. Saw Mr Beales come in a carriage. After a while the people, being
tired of waiting outside, pushed the rails. I struggled & got away from the
spot as I did not want to try which was the strongest, me or the rails,
believing them to be very hard. Soon they went down & after a short
struggle with the Police the people went in. The same had happened in other
parts of the Park. Then I went in over the fallen rails, no sooner in than there
was a charge of Cavalry & every one running away. Many men & boys
threw stones at the Police & they kept charging & seizing some. The
Cavalry made grand charges at nobody. At the first charge on their reentering the Park a second time they came down the Path. I stood on the
rails & called to those near me to stop there & cheer them & see if they
would interfere; so we stood there, some fled. The gentleman next to me
kept saying something about getting his eyes put out as they brandished their
swords & flew down the path like mad men. I cheered vociferously &
waved my hat & as one passed I saw him laughing considerably, they
evidently thought it great fun.
Soon after I saw a young man fill both hands with stones. I shouted to him
to throw them down, he said he had suffered some grievance at the hands of
the Police & he wanted to pay them back, but others joined with me & he
had to drop them all. Came away about 9 o’cl. All London seemed out for
the evening, all because the stupid Tory government had forbidden the
meeting. 69
Concerning European politics, he was decidedly on the side of the
liberals and supported the rights of oppressed nations. For instance, in
February 1864 he noted ‘the opening of the French Chamber after the
elections, splendid speeches were made by Thiers, Jules Faure &c &c
demanding Liberty’. 70 On 25 November 1861, he attended an address on
‘Hungary, her wrongs and their remedies’, and contributed to the
discussion:
I spoke first time against England for not helping Hungary, for restoring
Bourbons, alliance with Napoleon [111], government did not represent the
people. While they sympathized with Hungary, the government refused even
moral support. Time coming when would be no despots, no aristocracy by
blood, no nobility but that of merit, no might but the Right. 71
In January 1864 he recorded a ‘Stir about Hungary. Kossuth had made
a proclamation, on Christmas Eve, asserting that the time would soon come
69
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for their freedom, that a committee of independence had been formed & they
would act as a revolutionary government & that they would have all their
decrees obeyed’. 72
In March 1862, at a YMCA meeting, ‘one of the speakers mentioned the
proposal of Pres. Lincoln to abolish Slavery, the news of which had been received the
day before – which elicited great cheering’. 73 The following month, after
attending a Good Friday concert performed by the Sunday Schools of
London, he ‘walked there & back with Mr Mendez (from Bengal)’, 74
presumably discussing events in India. As an illustration of his views on
slavery and the racial issue, in July 1862, upon coming out of a Sunday
School teachers’ meeting he
met Mr Davis & the black minister, walked to his home with him. He was a
slave but escaped & had been a minister for 30 years. Comes from America,
is going to Africa as missionary to the natives. Complained of the coldness
of Christians in England. I promised to go & see him at his home & also to
give him 10/0 before he went, excused the coldness of others by telling him
that there were so many other things to give to. Talked about the prejudice
against colour, which he felt very much. 75
In October that year, he recorded the news that President Lincoln had
proclaimed the abolition of slavery, gave some of the terms offered to slave
owners, and noted that this development was ‘generally condemned by the
English Press’. 76
In May 1862, he reported in considerable detail a lecture on ‘Garibaldi
& Italy’ given by Jessie White Mario in the St James Hall; clearly he
supported her views:
She said the Sardinian government had tried to keep back the work of
Liberty all the way through, tried to prevent Garibaldi from landing in
Sicily, then from going from Sicily to Naples. Described the battle of the
Volturno, 18,000 against 75,000 – great victory. To prevent Garibaldi from
marching further & delivering Rome & Venice, the King of Sardinia (Victor
Emmanuel) sent an army with orders if necessary to give battle to Garibaldi.
G & the King met, the King insisted upon his at once returning home to
Caprera. Napoleon [111 was] the greatest enemy to Italian liberty & unity.
Spoke of Mazzini as the great apostle of unity & liberty for Italy & head of
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the party of action with which she identified herself. She said the English
should carry [on with] their idea of non-intervention & insist upon Napoleon
leaving Rome. We must not say “Am I my brother’s keeper?” but we should
give our strongest moral support to Italy. Spoke of the Roman republic of
’48 – Mazzini triumvir, Garibaldi general of the army of volunteers, 1800 in
number, stood bravely against 30,000 French for 5 months. 77
In August, he recorded hearing the news that Garibaldi’s second
uprising in Sicily: ‘The Party of action against the Government of Victor
Emmanuel and Ralazzi’. 78 Subsequent diary entries recorded Napoleon’s
111’s response and Garibaldi’s defeat and capture. 79 In 1866 he noted the
conditions upon which the French troops evacuated Rome. 80
In 1863, he supported the insurrection in Poland, and even ‘Sent 10/- to
Poland’. 81 In January the following year he noted that the ‘Polish
Revolution or Insurrection [was] still continuing, & growing more cruel’. 82
In November 1863 he became very interested in the crisis between
Denmark and Prussia over Schleswig-Holstein, first attending a meeting
where the speakers were English and then ‘the German meeting in the
London Tavern’. (As the speeches at the latter were delivered in German,
clearly he could understand this language.)
Mr Habel, a Holsteiner, spoke of their grievances under the Danish rule &
how, in spite of all endeavour to make them Danes, they remained German.
Proceedings more free & democratic than at [the] English meeting,
behaviour of audience better, eloquent speeches, meeting finished with the
singing of some hymn about Schleswig-Holstein. 83
In the following January he gave details of the latest developments.
‘The Schleswig-Holstein question expected every moment to open war
proceeding, the so called Federal executive 84 having taken possession of
Holstein & permitted everywhere a revolution in favour of Duke Frederick,
& against the King of Denmark, he having only just acceded to the
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throne’. 85 On 1 February he recorded the latest developments: ‘War in
Denmark between Austria & Prussia as two great powers & Denmark to
compel Denmark to evacuate Schleswig. Sharp fighting & retreat of the
Danes to Island of Alsen (Query only report). I have determined to go to
Germany if nothing prevents when I leave Palmers’, where his employment
was about to end. 86 A ‘special diary’, now lost, recorded details of his twomonth trip to Germany, whose cause he clearly supported. He left from
London to Hamburg on 9 March, travelling on to Berlin four days later, and
staying in the latter city for seven weeks, meeting with evangelicals
amongst others. Soon after returning to London on 8 May he recorded:
Armistice between Germany & Denmark & Conference in London’. 87 This
was the last entry on European political events, but he would continue to
retain his interest after leaving England.
MARIA ELIZABETH FELTHAM
It is not known when Squirrell first met Maria Elizabeth Feltham, who
had been born in 1841, 88 making her slightly younger than he was. The first

mentions of her in his diary were brief notes from August 1860 to
September 1861 that are almost totally obscure, being semi-legible and in
his own abbreviations. A couple of asterisks highlighted particularly
important events in their relationship without providing any explanations.
It is clear that she was meeting him in London, seemingly with a sibling, in
August 1860. Something that he recorded in that month was erased
subsequently; the implications are uncertain. They were together
occasionally in September, October, and December that year, and in
January and April (for three days) in 1861. On 18 July in the latter year he
wrote to her, receiving his answer on 6 September; ‘engaged to be married’,
he recorded. 89 In September they spent several days at Harwich, and on 7
October, presumably thinking about future family responsibilities, he
insured his life for £150. 90
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More details about their times together were recorded in 1862. On 25
July: ‘Maria Feltham came to London with Miss Carter. Saturday:
Colosseum, M.F. & Miss Carter’. 91 On 30 July he recorded: ‘Wednesday.
Exhibition with M.F. & Miss C’. 92 Four days later: ‘Chapel with M.F. & Miss
Carter’. 93 On the following day they went to the British Museum, spent the
afternoon in the Zoological Gardens, and in the evening attended a prayer
meeting at the Park Chapel. 94 The next two days’ entries were more
detailed:
August 5th Tuesday…. Went to a station called “Feltham” through being
shown to the wrong carriage by the Guard, walked back 6 miles with Maria
to Richmond Hill. Walked to join the Keppel St people in Petersham Park,
tea with friends & row on the Thames in the evening. Home by rail & bus.
Next morning August 6th Wednesday. Dear Maria went home safely, heard
from her next morning. 95
On a Sunday in September he ‘saw Uncle Feltham’, presumably
Maria’s uncle, ‘coming out of school’, and had dinner with him before they
attended two religious meetings. 96 Maria was next mentioned in his diary in
early November: ‘ My Maria went to Chelmsford with Mrs Grave as
millinery improver’. 97 On Christmas Day, ‘Maria Feltham came’. 98 The
following day, they went to the Kensington Museum, and on the evening of
27 December, a Saturday, they attended the Polytechnic. 99 They went to the
Crystal Palace ‘(Sarah with us)’ on 30 December, and two days later Maria
‘went back to Chelmsford’. 100
Only scattered diary entries were made in 1863, which contained a
mere two mentions of Maria visiting him in London. In early October ‘Maria
came to see me’ on a Saturday. ‘Monday went to [Crystal] Palace, Tuesday
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evening Pan[orama] of the Holy Land, Egypt Hall. Wednesday evening at
Home. Saw her off on Thursday morning’. 101 Their reunion at Christmas
time that year was briefer than planned. ‘Dear Maria came to see me on
Christmas Day, was to stop to Thursday night but had a letter Tuesday
eve[ning] asking [her] to come back at once, so next night she went. We
enjoyed ourselves much’. 102
After spending two months in Germany from 9 March to 8 May 1864,
he returned to hear ‘that dear Maria was living in London, at Brixton. She
came to see me the following Sunday May 15th (in a very uncomfortable
place)’. 103 In the following month, ‘Dear Maria stopped with me a fortnight
at Margaret St then went to Chelmsford. I could not go out with her’
because he was hoping to obtain a new job. 104 On 24 October, having
obtained satisfactory employment, he recorded that he was ‘resolved if
possible to get married at Christmas’. 105
On 23 December 1864 they were married. The diary entry provided no
details, but in large letters recorded that the ceremony was held at Park
Chapel. 106 On the following day they went to the Crystal Palace and he
spent Christmas Day in the ‘office in the morning, Margaret St in the
evening’. 107 Only two diary entries record something of their married life. In
August 1866, the month before the birth of their first child, they had a
dramatic experience:
Ab[ou]t 2.30 in morning our Bedroom door opened, an apparition with a
shaded light looked through. Maria woke at the creaking of the door,
covered her face & woke me. I woke instantly but only saw a light flashing
in the next room. I flew up, round the bed into the room, down the stairs,
yelling out at the man. He flew to the bottom. Maria after me called out for
me to come back and I, not liking to leave her to run naked into the darkness
after a man that I had not seen & was not likely to catch, ran back, out of the
balcony, got a gentleman to watch the front, then pulling on some things I &
Mr Howe went down stairs. Kitchen window was open, bars bent & lower
doors opened, tool box out of Cupboard was open on the table. Jams (eaten)
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from the top of cupboard. Muff Box 108 [taken] from high shelf, meat out of
the safe (gnawed), spoons & forks laid out on the table, drawers open,
leftovers eaten. Upstairs we found missing 2 spoons – sugar tongs & salt
spoon, box of figs taken from the sitting room was dropt in the garden, &c.
He must have thought I was after him then. Garden door key taken. Self &
Mr Howe searched the Garden at once but found no signs; next morning the
footsteps were visible & 3 clocks found. 109
They would have four daughters: Florence Maria, born in September
1866 at St Pancras, London; Constance Elizabeth, born in Camden Town,
London, in June 1868; Edith Beatrice, born in October 1869 at Lee, in Kent,
and Mary Alice, born at the latter place in January 1872. 110 Only the first
birth was recorded in his diary:
Morning: left Maria ill, had written for the nurse, called on the Dr as I went
to the City. When I got home to my surprise the nurse had not come. I flew
to Gerswest[?] St. in 12 minutes. Mrs Unwin was out & they did not know
where. I soon ascertained that a younger woman had kept the letter in her
pocket, & had it. Then I ran to chapel & left word there, then [went] for
mother. We jumped into hansom [cab] & were soon home. 1/4 hour [later?]
the Baby was born. 111
On 19 April 1874, his wife died of blood poisoning resulting from
childbirth; as the child’s birth was not registered, it must have been
stillborn. 112 His diary entry was brief: ‘Dear Maria died’, and was decorated
with seven kiss symbols. 113 To cope with his young family, he obtained
assistance from a series of women:
House kept by nurse
Then Mrs ----? For a few weeks
Then Laura Feltham tried
Then Miss Skipper for abt 18 months
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Afterwards Mrs Croft - & lastly Mrs Lawler. 114
PART TWO: NEW ZEALAND
It is not known when Squirrell decided to settle in New Zealand, nor
why he chose this particular country. But it is clear from a note about the
‘South American Fever’ of 1867 that as early as that year he had been
contemplating leaving England:
In 1867 made up my mind to go to Rio de la Plata hearing that it was a
suitable country for Englishmen who could keep from drinking & didn’t
mind heat – began to learn Spanish & read up all books about the Country,
but the partners in my house of business hearing of it, said they would make
some improvement in my circumstances if I stayed, but did nothing for
another year, however having a bad report from someone that I hoped to join
out there I didn’t go. 115
According to a great-nephew, shortly after his wife died he decided to
create a new life for himself and his four daughters in New Zealand. 116 In

fact his wife had died seven years before he left England on 7 July 1881 on
the steamer ‘Lusitania’, landing in Auckland on 5 September 1881 to
prepare the way for his family’s arrival. 117 He later recorded his experiences
en route:
Note made in 1883 about voyage in the Lusitania, came 3d Class – [Wynne
Ravens] Wright’s family in the 2nd Class. 118
I spent as much time in the 2nd class quarters as in the 3rd, in fact had the
run of the vessel. During the latter part of the voyage by permission of the
captain I spent my evenings in the 2nd class cabin – pleasant voyage, had no
sickness … transferred at Melbourne to the Rotomahana….
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I stopped first at St Vincent, was much struck with the beauty of the place;
the mountain stood out so grand all round in the clear sky, half way up the
clouds hanging, then some peaks emerging from the clouds above. I did not
land however.
Next place Cape Town - Sunday – landed & went to the German Church in
the morning. In the afternoon tried to get to the top of Table Mountain but
could not manage it as when I got high up it seemed to overhang & there
was no path up. Very rough travelling, went through private gardens & over
fences. Had a grand view from near the top of the mountain, sat down & ate
my bread & cheese. View of ocean both sides. 119
Table Bay – very bad harbour, quite dangerous work going on board the
steamer out of the boats. Next place we stayed at was Australia, first port
Adelaide, did not land there, went on to Melbourne, where I landed [on]
both the days we stayed there. Saw all the City – Botanic gardens &c, fine
place.
Then by the Rotomahana to Hobart Town, Tasmania. Very pretty place, had
some good rambles on the hills & in the town, sometimes with Mr Wright,
sometimes alone – then on to New Zealand – landed first at the Bluff
(Campbelltown), didn’t think much of that part – snow & rain. On to
Lyttleton & Christchurch, very pretty country, wandered about Christchurch
alone, went inside the new Cathedral & saw the public buildings then on to
Port Chalmers & Dunedin, 120 again very pretty country & fine town.
Went on to Wellington, saw all the public places. Went into the House of
Assembly for about an hour, heard a debate – mostly Mr [William James]
Speight 121 talking against time, very dreary speaker. Botanic gardens very
poor place, went to Museum &c.
Steamer stayed at Napier & Gisborne, 122 but I didn’t land.
Then on to Auckland (Sept 5, 1881), landed. 123
On 29 July 1881, his daughters left London under the care of his sister
Pleasance Martha, aged 45; Florence Maria was 14, Constance Elizabeth
(Bessie) was 12, Edith Beatrice was 11, and Mary Alice was 9. They arrived
on 28 October, 124 by which time he had obtained land on which they could
settle.
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SETTLING IN NEW ZEALAND
Squirrell recalled going to Thames on the evening after his arrival in
Auckland and on the following day travelling upriver with a surveyor,
George Henry Arthur Purchas, 125 ‘to choose my land on Grant & Foster’s
block (chose 150 acres)’. 126 This was the Grant and Foster Settlement of
Lincolnshire farmers at Shaftesbury, 127 a teetotal settlement up-river from
Waiorongomai. 128 He was the second man (after Edward Francis Roche) 129
to take up land, being granted the first land order, for 150 acres, being the
middle portion of Section 36 Block 11, and also acquiring all of Section 4
Block 111 Wairere Survey District, the latter being 106 acres and 30
perches. 130 His sister paid the price, £255, for this land. 131 Certificates of
title were granted in June 1883. 132 The earliest map of the district showed
his section as being a rectangular block between the river and the main
road, mostly consisting of swampy ground. 133 By October 1882 it was valued
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at £675. 134 Squirrell did not retain all his land for long, in September 1883
selling Section 4 Block 111 for an unknown sum. 135
As his land was in a state of nature, it required a considerable amount
of capital to develop. In contrast to Squirrell, Roche, who had 1,000 acres,
immediately constructed a house costing £1,500, purchased 200-300 head of
cattle, and commenced fencing. Being ‘possessed of considerable means’, a
newspapers expected that he would ‘no doubt make a very successful
settler’. 136 Squirrell, whose capital is not known but who was wealthy, in
1883 described his first months establishing himself on his land:
After staying a month [in Te Aroha] at O’Halloran’s Hot Springs Hotel 137
Mr [James] Lavery [a timber merchant and builder] 138 lent me a tent and I
went to live in what is now known as Roche’s gully, then non-existent,
except a small portion near the river a few hundred yards [away. There
were] several tents there & swampers encamping with me.
After a month, or so, shifted my tent to my own land and lived alone in the
valley which afterwards became my orchard, then it was full of tea tree. I
began to make a garden there & cut a square out of the ti-tree & put up my
tent there. The valley being set on fire afterwards I had to shift my tent in a
hurry, or all my boxes &c would have been burned. [I] did not know who
started the fire. The rats ran across me at night and during a very heavy rain
in the middle of the night my tent fell down flat on top of me. I had to go out
at once with hardly anything on & fix it up again or everything would have
been soaked. Having put it right I got into bed again & took no harm. All
this time I was waiting to have my house built, which was to be done in six
weeks, but took four months. 139
Living in the gully had provided shelter from the strong local winds
that would blow his brick chimney down in 1883. 140 On the other side of the
only road through the district was a small lake, ‘in which I often bathed up
to my neck in water’. 141 By mid-October a newspaper reported that he had
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erected a house, and was ‘daily expecting his family from the old country’. 142
He later recorded: ‘At last the kitchen was put up, and Pleasance & the
children came up and lived in it (10 by 8ft) – on Xmas day 1881 we had our
dinner in the House though yet unfinished, and soon after that things
became more comfortable’. 143 In ‘about’ March 1886 he was able to afford
‘additions to House: 2 rooms & kitchen moved, new range’. 144
FARMER
In October 1881, a visiting reporter considered Squirrell to be ‘one of
the most indefatigable of the settlers’ because he was setting ‘to work in a
thoroughly practical manner’. 145 Late the following month the Waikato
Times described him and the other two pioneers as ‘men of the right stamp,
prepared to work, and possessed of the capital necessary to carry out
extensive improvements’. 146 In February 1882, they were reported to have

started ploughing. ‘All the settlers have expressed themselves highly
pleased with their lot, and in every respect they are perfectly satisfied and
contented’. 147 Squirrell told the January 1883 meeting of the Auckland
Waste Lands Board that he had completed the improvements required, and
his Crown Grant was issued once he had furnished his certificate of
payment of the purchase money. 148
As Squirrell had no experience as a farmer, he required a farm
manager, as his 1883 ‘note’ revealed. ‘I tried farming (having Mr Hotchin 149
as manager & worker), did a lot of fencing & grass sowing, gardening &
road making &c &c, but could not do any good at farming, so at last began
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to trade, worked up a business soon which kept me’. 150 In 1884, he
announced that he was selling pamphlets on the growing of tobacco as well
as tobacco seed, 151 but there was no record of his attempting to grow this
plant himself. In August 1885 he bought between 500 and 600 gooseberry
bushes, 152 which he did plant. In the following January he assisted another
farmer ‘harvesting & stacking’, 153 and a couple of months later purchased
156 more fruit trees, 92 currant bushes, 50 gooseberry bushes, and 12 nut
trees. 154 In September he ‘began to dig Swamp’, and in the following month
bought ten heifers. 155 In an October 1886 letter, to a brother-in-law in
England, 156 he described the family’s life on the farm:
When we were town birds ourselves we used to enjoy immensely
our trips to Suffolk which gave us such immense appetites & good
fare of a somewhat different kind from town food, with which we
satisfied those hungry appetites, now we enjoy on our own farm
all these good things in plenty, the eggs & the milk, the butter &
the bacon, the fruit & fresh vegetables, the outdoor life & the
almost perpetual sunshine of this land, which seems to grow
pleasanter as time goes on and my past labours are producing
new beauty around our home, the frame was beautiful from the
first, but now new touches are always being put to the pictures &
our little white house with its verandah shews up when we are on
the surrounding hills, prettily set in trees, which sown as the
smallest of seeds in some cases, are now 30 feet high. Some of
them, I have about 500 young trees growing up in nurseries and
many large boxes of tree seeds just set, for next year, of fruit
trees. I have added this year about 175 to my previous stock and
have a crop of young trees of my own from last year & this years
cuttings, I am always extending operations & increasing my work
so that I have about 2 months work on hand which should be done
at once, we rise about 5 and are all at it from morn till night but
the labour is pleasant, the 2 girls have their cows to milk & calves
to feed in the morning then Mary goes to School & Bess goes to
mind the Store.... Bess can sit & sew to fill up the time, while I
keep at home working in garden orchard farm &c. I am gradually
150
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getting the little farm more into a paying system, have this day
bought 10 fresh young heifers, young cattle can be bought cheap
and they require no attention whatever & are always growing
bigger, up to the present I have never even provided winter feed
for them but I shall this year in order to be able to carry more
through the winter, on previous years I have sold some as the
winter came on & the feed grew short.
Pleasance looks after the fowls, we have just commenced keeping
ducks, we didn’t feed them after they had grown to fair size but
left them to take care of themselves so at last they almost ceased
to come home at all & lived mostly by the river, but one day they
sailed away down stream, they were caught about a mile & a half
away by a neighbour who caged them up in his fowl house till I
went and fetched them in a big box on a wheelbarrow (9 of them)
since then we have fed them in the evening & now they come
home to sleep - they have just begun to lay - the boat is a great
source of pleasure as we cross the river on Sundays and go for
walks on new paths, & see beauties which we have not seen
before, we cannot spare the time for walks except on Sundays and
holidays, we have fine large willow trees on the river banks to
fasten the boat to, they make the banks look very pretty with
their bright green branches falling into the water, there is one
about every hundred yards, 157 besides other trees of darker
colours, and we are multiplying the willows by sticking cuttings
in the banks, as they hold up the land & instead of the river
washing away my land the sand gathers round the willows & so
tends to enlarge our borders a little.
The trees I have planted this year are Apple, Pear, Plum, Nuts,
about 2 dozen walnuts and about as many figs, also mulberry
Quince &c. Our old Quince trees are full of blossom this year and
one of the Pear trees has the most lovely blossom I have ever
seen, a small tree but covered with blossom looking & smelling
beautifully but no leaves out yet.
I have also set more gooseberries & Currants & have now about
800 of these, besides young ones of my own growing, of course I
am growing these with the idea of selling them being on the river
I can pack them & send them down to Auckland by steamer if I
ever get more than I can sell locally....
Florence & Edith are still with Mrs Farley, we expect Edith home
soon for a holiday if we had enough to do for 2 more hands of
profitable work I should like them at home. 158
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(Mrs Farley, wife of Thomas, an Anglican clergyman then based in Auckland but
later transferred to the South Island before becoming a farmer in Australia, 159 had spent
several weeks taking the waters at Te Aroha in May that year with her husband along
with other clergy and their wives. 160 Clearly Squirrell had met her on some such visit
and had decided that she could provide his daughters with spiritual guidance, for Edith
had been living with her as an assistant during 1885 and 1886, returning home in
December of the latter year.) 161
In November 1886 he sought advice through newspapers about walnut trees,
which he intended to plant more should they be profitable. 162 Presumably in response to
advice, in the following July he planted another two-dozen walnut trees on the
hillside. 163 More were planted in November. 164 His success as a farmer may be
indicated by his farm not being included in mid-1887 in a visiting journalist’s list of the
good ones. 165 In February 1888 he employed a man to dig a drain. 166 That month he
proudly recorded ‘Largest apple 17 1/2oz (a Bismark)’, and in the following month he
sold ‘over 1000lbs Coxes Apples’. 167 In September a 12-acres paddock was ploughed
and re-sown, another was ploughed, and two rows of trees were planted. 168
By December that year his sister had settled in Auckland and he was being
assisted by three of his daughters, Florence, Bessie, and Mary. ‘I wrote some time ago to
Edith to come home but she thought I could not afford to keep any more, so wouldn’t
come, but I think she will come soon as I should like to have her at home again, there is
plenty of out door work for them to do with the market gardening & fruit growing’. On
the farm ‘we have had a rough spring this year, much wind and some very late frosts
which nipped off about half my young garden crops, this country is getting good out of
its neighbour’s misfortunes, the drought in Australia is making all our produce fetch a
high price’. He had planted more fruit trees during the winter and was ‘breaking up
ground now for about 100 more’ because the demand for fruit was ‘greater than the
159
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supply here, our district being only about 10 years old’. The ‘extra late frost’ had killed
‘all my potatoes down to the ground and most other things’, which meant he had ‘to
resow the ground again and it wont make so very much difference’. They were
‘consuming a great many apples now as we have plenty’. Mary was ‘getting clever in
Dairy farming can tell a good calf from a bad one so we get rid of those who do not
promise well, and also of all the hes’, meaning the bobby calves,
and only keep those who will grow up into good cows, so that our
Stock is always improving, the kickers and poor milkers are all
gone, we have a white cow who pinned the girls in a corner with
her horns, and a black cow who knocked me down and danced on
me, to say nothing of one who let the senses out of me for a short
time by making a hole in my head, but this is all done with and
all our cows are home raised pets - they will come up to us and let
us put our arms round their necks and they give more milk than
the duffers we got at first.
Our fowls get into the orchards and are learning to pick out the
nicest eating apple trees - our two pigs on several occasions also
managed to burrow underneath the sty and take a walk without
leave among the fruit trees, I was going to bed one night when I
heard some grunts outside and had to get Mary to bring a bucket
of milk to get them back home again. 169
In July 1889 he purchased 36 cherry trees, 25 of both plum and pear
trees, and 74 apple trees. 170 But in December he recorded: ‘Bad Storm fruit
destroyed’. 171 In the following July he had his first harvest of mulberries. 172
In 1892, because of damage to his fruit trees, he sought advice through an
Auckland newspaper about ridding his land of hares:
I am setting out fruit trees, and every tree has the bark destroyed
next day up to about a foot and a half from the ground.... Between
the codlin moth who spoils the fruit, the hares who eat the trees,
and the Government Inspector who will soon devour the grower,
the orchardist seems likely to have a lively time of it. 173
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Some unwelcome plants soon arrived: six years later, the council
instructed him to remove sweet briar. 174
In January 1896 the Bank of New Zealand had a lien over his farm,
then comprising 43 acres three roods 10 perches in the middle part of
Section 36 Block 11, 175 as security for a promissory note taken out in
December. This land and its improvements, which included his house and
store and an orchard, was valued by his bank at £200; Squirrell valued the
buildings at £200 and the land at £250, while the bank's valuation was £150
and £50 respectively. As he had insured the house and store for £150 and
the stock and furniture for £235, this security meant the bank provided
further credit of £500. 176 By 1905 the rateable value on his farm had risen
to £430. 177 In the following year, when his daughter Edith married a
farmer, the newly married couple lived in his house because the bridegroom,
John Hawkins, had made ‘a partnership arrangement’ with Squirrell,
presumably to operate the farm for him. 178
In the early twentieth century, he expanded his dairy herd, taking his
milk to the Manawaru Creamery. 179 The last report about his farm was
published in 1914, when his horse took fright while carting boxes of fruit to
Te Aroha; he ‘soon found himself lying in a drain at the bottom of the
cutting with the cart upside down on top of him. As he fell into the soft
drain he received no harm, and managed to crawl out’. 180
STOREKEEPER
In September 1882, the firm of T.W. Carr and Son 181 commenced
erecting a large general store in ‘the lower part’ of Shaftesbury. 182 A man
named Knight soon took it over until Squirrell formed a partnership with
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him on 3 February 1883, which lasted until June, when it became
Squirrell’s sole property. 183 As noted, he wrote in that year that he had
turned to ‘trade’ because he was not succeeding as a farmer. ‘I ultimately
took the Shaftesbury Store, but being unable to get the Crown Grant for my
land for many months after applying for it, had immense difficulties for
some time, but doubled the business in about 3 months’. 184
In May 1884 he became the local postmaster as well. 185 Three years
later he had some difficulty in retaining this position, noting: ‘Fight for Post
Office’. 186 Also in 1884 he advertised that the store, in Shaftesbury Avenue,
would be open from nine o’clock in the morning until six o’clock in the
evening six days a week and closing on Saturday night at seven o’clock. 187
He sold a wide range of products, for example in 1885 offering 880 kauri
posts for sale. 188
Particularly because of the decline in the local population, storekeeping
alone could not provide him with a living. Shaftesbury had been expected to
contain 225 settlers, comprising both families possessing capital, who were
granted good-sized farms, and farm labourers, on small sections, who would
replicate the English village structure by working for the wealthier
farmers. 189 By late 1882, residents, mostly farm labourers, were leaving,

and by 1884 three out of four houses had been abandoned. 190 By December
1885, of the 37 farm labourers and their families who had arrived in 1882,
all but ten had been ‘starved out’. 191 In October 1885, Squirrell explained
the consequences of this decline to Sir George Grey:
When the work dropped, for a time they were kept hanging on in
hopes of more work, living then (unfortunately for me) on goods
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from my store, which they have never paid for & landing
themselves in £700 or £800 of debt to me, till I gradually grew
stern & had to refuse further credit, they having by that time
swallowed up 110 out of my 150 acres which I had to sell to pay
for their goods. 192
In October 1886, he told his brother-in-law that during the day his daughter Bess
was minding the store for him while he worked on his farm. He had ‘almost abandoned’
it to her,
as the business is less than ever, the best business I have done lately is
buying up my opponents stock when they smash up & go away, but the
strange thing is that some new adventurer always starts up to take their
places, one year is about the outside duration of these opponents, so I waste
but little time over the business now but go every afternoon for an hour or
so, and on Saturdays from 12 till 8, also at any other time that I am wanted,
Bess can sit & sew to fill up the time.
He intended to sell the produce of his fruit trees and gooseberry and
currant bushes in Auckland ‘if I ever get more than I can sell locally, one
reason why I hang on to the Store so is that I can sell my own produce
there, besides getting every thing I want for farm or home at wholesale
prices, which makes my expenses less than other peoples’. 193
In February 1887 he acquired a new cart and ‘commenced fetching
Goods from’ a warehouse, presumably in Te Aroha. 194 In May he was the
main sufferer from a big gale. ‘A quantity of goods placed in a large twostorey building adjoining his store, were much broken and injured by the
rain, etc, through the building being overturned and generally wrecked’.
This building belonged to another man, and ‘fortunately Mr Squirrell’s
general store escaped, and the mishap will not in any way affect the
carrying on of his business’. 195 Later that month, he ‘removed his business
back to the site first occupied by him when commencing business at
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Shaftesbury, which adjoins his dwelling house’. 196 In addition to running his
‘commodious Store’ he had become an agent for the New Zealand Insurance
Company and the Frozen Meat and Storage Company. 197 In January 1888
he commenced selling vegetables at Te Aroha. 198
In December 1888, in describing his storekeeping difficulties, he
explaining that, in addition to selling his own apples he had
also bought a neighbours crop and he delivers me about 4 to
500lbs weekly. I expect he will continue doing that for about 4
months making 7 to 8000lbs which I must sell besides my own. I
go out with the cart twice a week and if I find that is not enough
shall have to go every other day. I am away about 12 hours, on a
wet day I have to emulate Mark Tapley 199 as I get pretty wet and
have hard work to keep the contents of my cart dry. My return
cargo includes 3 to 4 doz loaves of bread and other things which
would spoil if wet, yet I have to keep weighing & selling fruit &c
in the rain but on the whole my work is tolerably pleasant. I find
my Stock (Store) a great burden to me and I have to keep working
off portions at the other townships often forcing a sale by selling
at a loss but I am gradually getting money in, - as I have bought a
great deal of stuff at bankrupts sales (2 years ago) I make on the
average cost price all round on my sales abroad, and of course I
have a small home business in groceries and necessaries which
about pays for the business expenses, so I am liquidating the
business without loss and perhaps with a small profit. 200
As his shop would have benefited from constructing a bridge at
Shaftesbury in 1900, he may have been one of the neighbouring settlers who
subscribed towards its erection. Until then, Thompson’s Track, which
crossed the range from the Bay of Plenty, ended abruptly at the river, where
in good weather a punt was used. ‘The store and post office being on one
side of the river, and the creamery and school being on the other, added to
the awkwardness of the position’. 201 ‘Squirrell’s Store, Shaftesbury’, was
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used as a polling place in 1902. 202 When Squirrell finally sold or closed his
store in not known; after conducting it for over 30 years, he had been retired
as storekeeper and postmaster ‘for some time’ before his death in 1924. 203
One of the main problems facing Squirrell, like all village storekeepers
in the depressed years of the 1880s in particular, was to enforce payment of
goods sold on credit. In 1883 he also tried to obtain monies owing to the
original owners of the store, Carr and Son, having purchased the book debts
of their bankrupt estate. In June 1883, he sued Joseph Snasdell for £17 8s
6d, which included £11 17s 7d ‘on account of Carr’s estate, which plaintiff
had authority to collect’; Snasdell was ordered to pay £16 11s 10d. 204 In
February 1885, he successfully sued Snasdell for £11 5s 5d. 205 On 23
October, William McLeod was ordered to pay £13 6s 1d, a debt he admitted
owing; his failure to do so meant a judgment summons was taken out
against him seven days later. 206 The legal fees had increased the debt to £14
6s by the time a distress warrant was served on 22 November, but McLeod
paid only £2 4s. 207 In November Squirrell sued Moses Neal, a miner, 208 for
£97 19s 9d, ‘of which £10 1s 9d was a sum due to Carr’s estate, purchased
by plaintiff’; judgment was given for £87 12s 3d. 209 Unable to pay, Neal filed
as a bankrupt in December. 210 Payment for six other small debts were
sought through the magistrate’s court in November and December, 211 and
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presumably paid, but in two other cases it proved more difficult to enforce
payment. George Turrell, a Maori, was ordered to pay £30 5s, did not, and
after a judgment summons was taken out against him was ordered to pay
£33 19s and the interpreter’s fee of £1 1s by 8 February 1884 or be
imprisoned for one month. 212 Despite a warrant of commitment being taken
out against him in September, Turrell was not imprisoned; in 1902 Squirrell
took out another judgment summons against him to enforce payment of £35
6s. 213 The same sequence happened with another Maori, Nepi, ordered to
pay £3 and threatened with two weeks’ imprisonment if he did not; despite a
warrant of commitment being taken out, he was not imprisoned. 214 In 1902
Nepi was sued once more for the original amount plus court costs. 215 In 1884
he also sued for £13 16s 1d and £35. 216
As a result of these difficulties, in December 1884 Squirrell published
an advertisement in the Te Aroha News:
In consequence of the great difficulty experienced in getting the
Cash due for Goods NO FURTHER CREDIT can be given.
All Debtors are requested to make friendly arrangements at once
with respect to the payment of back debts.
GREAT REDUCTIONS will be made in Prices, and everything
SOLD for CASH ONLY. 217
It continued to be his policy in later years to sell only for cash. 218 In
1884, when he sued for £28, the value of goods sent to be auctioned, the
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auctioneer paid £5 8s into court, being the value of goods sold three weeks
previously; as Squirrell had not received regular statements of account, he
had sued for the full amount. The decision was that £23 10s be paid, unless
the goods were returned within 24 hours, in which case the penalty would
be 1s. 219 As nothing further was reported, the goods must have been
returned. That Squirrell did not keep to his policy of never allowing credit
was indicated in 1895, when a local bankrupt’s largest debt, of £12, was to
him. 220
In October 1886, Squirrell wrote that ‘one man who has owed me £25
for 3 years says he has come in for £7000 in England so I hope to get my
money, with regard to some others by means of the farm I can sometimes
get something paid off the debts by taking it out in work so that store helps
the farm & the farm the store’. 221 Two years later, Squirrell gave evidence
when Julia Esther Taylor of Shaftesbury sought a protection order against
her husband, John, for ‘having habitually failed to provide for herself and
children, without such failure having been caused by sickness or any other
just cause’. Squirrell deposed that he had seen the defendant drinking in a
Waiorongomai hotel:
Knowing he had some contract work, I asked him how it was he
was not at it. He said he did not go on with the contract work as it
was not good enough. He said, however, he could have gone on
with some other work, but did not say why he did not do so.
Before this time he was at work at Messrs Thompson and Herries’
place [Ernest Claud Meysey-Thompson 222 and the future Sir
William Herries 223 farmed together at Wairakau], and made some
excuse for leaving. At this time I offered him work at a price he
fixed himself: One half was to go against his store account, and
one half to be paid in cash. He took the work and went on with it
for about a fortnight, and then went away in the middle of it. By
the amount of work he did it was clear he would earn £6 per
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month, receiving at least £3 per month in cash, which, together
with Mrs Taylor’s earnings, would be amply sufficient to keep
them. 224
Because this arrangement was a private one between creditor and
debtor, Squirrell had never taken Taylor to court. Three and a half months
later, he mentioned in a letter that he had ‘a man now working for me he is
one of my largest debtors and I keep half his wages for the back debts and
he lives on the rest and has something to spare but as he spends his money
with me for the necessaries of life he doesn’t cost me much in actual
money’. 225 The name of this man was not given, but in September 1889,
when Julia Taylor sought payment of maintenance, her husband told the
magistrate that ‘I have done a good deal of work for Mr Squirrell,
storekeeper, but half my earnings are deducted towards paying the back
debts incurred before my wife got separation’. 226 This arrangement whereby
a debt was paid off by doing work may have been used on other occasions.
Squirrell was sued only twice. In 1883, Robert Mackie, a Te Aroha
butcher, 227 successfully sued him for £20 6s 1d, presumably for meat
supplied. 228 Almost two years later, he was sued for £1 12s 8d, for
newspapers supplied, which he denied having ordered. ‘After some very
voluminous evidence had been gone into’, a lawyer ‘produced a letter written
by defendant, which brought the case to a speedy conclusion, as defendant
said he had quite forgotten ever having written such a letter, but could not
dispute the claim having seen it’. 229
INVOLVEMENT IN THE COMMUNITY
Squirrell was a leading member of the small Shaftesbury community.
In January 1884, he was a member of the school committee and was re224
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elected until at least 1889; 230 the loss of the local newspaper for most of the
1890s makes it impossible to know when he ceased to be a member. In mid1895 an Auckland newspaper refused to publish his letter ‘detailing a series
of irregularities that he alleges took place’ at Te Aroha ‘in connection with
the school committee election’ because the matter was ‘long past, and at the
time the Board of Education declined to interfere’. 231 (There was no record
in the board’s minutes of its having considered his complaint.) 232 In the
following year he was elected as secretary of the school committee at
Gordon, where he had settled. 233 In 1906 he would chair the meeting of the
householders of nearby Aratiatia held to elect their school committee. 234
In 1884, he was one of three residents who asked the council if they
could improve the roadway at the settlement because it had not done this
work, as requested. 235 In July 1886 he complained to it about the bad state
of the roads. 236 An indication of his status was that he chaired a meeting of
residents who had been ‘starved out’ but did not wish to lose their three
acres. After the meeting, he wrote a letter to Sir George Grey on the lines
desired by the meeting, 237 adding ‘a few remarks’ in a covering letter:
Personally I have nothing to complain of having been a purchaser
of 150 acres for which I paid at once, thereby avoiding any
complications, I am simply acting in this matter as a friend to the
working men here, who by the bankruptcy of Mr Grant [who had
founded the settlement] have fallen into fresh hands & cannot get
what they are entitled to.
If the pressure of your many engagements does not leave you time
to peruse this, please throw it aside, but kindly attend to the
workmen’s petition.
I was a settler here before these people came and as farmer,
storekeeper, & postmaster, have had intimate relations with all
the settlers and I can certify that the men whose names are
attached to the enclosed have been here the 3 years required, and
have suffered much hardship in trying to remain. They state that
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an agreement was made with them in England to find them work
during the 3 years, work was found for a time and then suddenly
withdrawn leaving these 36 families stranded, in a place which
now finds work for about 4 men out of these settlers.
He then described how the men had to seek work elsewhere whilst
their wives and families remained on their sections, often having to beg for
food from their neighbours when their husbands could not send money. The
founders of the settlement had promised to give them the land if they
remained on it for three years, but now Edward Wingfield Hanmer, the
founders’ agent, 238 appeared to be trying to take their land off them, in a
manner he described in detail. He concluded by offering to provide
additional information. 239 Grey responded by thanking him ‘for your
extremely clear and intelligent letter. It was a great assistance to me’, and
he promised to assist. In a letter to the settlers, Grey referred to ‘an
exceedingly clear and full letter from Mr Squirrell’. 240 Perhaps because of
Squirrell’s intervention and Grey’s subsequent actions they did not lose
their land; but being unable to survive financially, most did leave. 241
In other ways Squirrell supported the original aims of the community,
in 1885 helping to run meetings for the Band of Hope, a children’s
temperance organization. 242 He chaired a children’s entertainment in
September, and, after the usual songs and recitations, the second half of the
programme was ‘an original play entitled “Blue Beard,” composed by Mr
Squirrell, who also took the leading part in it, and caused much
amusement’. 243
In 1903 he became registrar of dogs for the Te Aroha Riding of the
Piako County Council; he was last appointed to this position in 1907. 244
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JAMES MUNRO TEMPTS HIM TO BECOME A MINER
In May 1888, as Squirrell later recounted,
when going round on my business journeys a man I knew asked
me if I would put money into a good thing if I knew of one, I said I
would if I was sure it was a good thing, he then showed me a
piece of heavy mineral which was evidently worth something by
its weight and appearance, he told me that his son had discovered
a good reef at the Tui Creek, and that this specimen was out of it,
but that they had not the money necessary to take it up. I
promised to go and see it. 245
James Munro was the man who made this offer; his son was Donald,
then aged either 27 or 24 (his birth had not been registered). 246 James was a
blacksmith, first at Thames in the early goldrush days and then at
Waitekauri and Waiorongomai. 247 During the mid-1880s his attempts to

become a contractor were unsuccessful. 248 As an indication of the state of his
finances, in 1889 he was sued by a storekeeper for £5 1s 10d-worth of goods
supplied; he had been permitted to obtain these on credit until the debt had
reached £3 18s. 249
During the 1870s Munro had been a shareholder in Thames mining
claims that were soon abandoned because of lack of success. 250 He was
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granted two claims at Waitekauri in 1876, but did no work on either. 251 In
1883, along with his son Donald and others, he was a partner in three
claims near Te Aroha, which they soon abandoned. 252 His first involvement
with Waiorongomai mining was to take up a claim with another man near
the settlement in May 1883; they abandoned it six months later. 253 In
December that year, at the banquet celebrating the first cleaning up at the
new battery, Munro responded to the toast to ‘mining interests’ with ‘a
speech which for good feeling and an evident desire for the good of the
district would be difficult to equal’. 254 In 1885 he was out-bid in an attempt
to buy the Vulcan. 255 For one year from April 1886 he owned the Young
Caledonian with another miner, Peter Buchan; 256 although when asking the
council to connect it to the tramway he claimed it was payable, they failed
to find good ore. 257 Also in 1886, his application to be manager of the
tramway was declined, as was his request in January 1888 on behalf of the
Te Aroha Prospecting Association for financial assistance to prospect at
Waiorongomai. 258 A vocal opponent of the monopoly enjoyed by the Battery
Company, 259 he was a prominent champion of Waiorongomai’s interests. 260
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He also attempted to become a farmer by becoming a member of the Gordon
Special Settlement Association, mainly comprising Waiorongomai residents,
of which he was treasurer in 1885 and 1886 and chairman in 1887 and
1888. 261
His son Donald was a plumber, living at Waiorongomai. 262 In 1883 he
was one of seven owners of three claims near Te Aroha, soon abandoned. 263
In the following year, an advertisement warned that his 30 shares in the
Colonist Company would be forfeited if the latest call remained unpaid. 264
In 1886, he was granted 89 acres at the Gordon Special Settlement, 265 but
there was no record of his having farmed there. That he was sued in
February 1888 to enforce payment of £2 15s 6d and the following year to
obtain £4 2s 2d 266 suggests either that he had very little money or that he
was reluctant to part with what he had, neither supposition being
encouraging for his mining with Squirrell.
MINING AT TUI
In August 1888, when Squirrell wrote a letter to his English relations
about his experiences as a miner, he described his first visit to where
Munro’s specimen had been found:
A few days afterwards 4 of us made a journey to the Tui Creek
about 3 miles north of Te Aroha, on our way there we decided that
as it was desirable not to let any one know what we were about
lest they should lay claim to it sooner than ourselves, we agreed
that I as a stranger should go to visit the mines up the hill, and
260
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that my friends should show me about, no one would be likely
then to suspect anything, or follow us all day, and on returning
we arranged to slip aside from the track and go to see the newly
discovered reef.
So we spent the morning climbing up the hill, which we found
was pretty stiff work as the mud was considerable in places, and
the ascent steep, after about an hour & a half of toiling relieved
by an occasional rest on a log we arrived at the mines, this last
hour and a half was in the bush we having had a previous hours
climb up the hill side before entering the range.
I cannot attempt to describe the Bush scenery, it would need a
man well acquainted with the names of the numerous forest trees
and also with the faculty of portraying the beauty of a New
Zealand forest, varied by its occasional glimpses through
openings, of wide stretches of the country lying outstretched
below like a dark green map with the shining beads of river here
& there, and in one place a large swamp lake glistening in the
sun in the background where the distant ranges which in this
country seem always to bound every horizon.
When well up the hill we came to the mines, we inspected the
“Ruakaka” and the “Champion” claims, both since turned into
Companies, there were cuttings into the surface of the hill side,
and a shanty containing a forge to sharpen tools in & other
blacksmiths’ work. In one place we came to a tunnel in which 2
men were working by the light of a candle, one held the drill in
the roof of the tunnel while the other struck it with the hammer,
the tunnel was supported by timber and water dripped in here &
there running out along the floor, outside we could see better
what kind of ore they were getting, the quartz was divided into
two heaps, on the one side was the galena ore a mixture of silver
& lead on the other another kind of ore the value of which we had
to take for granted being new chums at that kind of the thing,
several of the miners said they didn’t understand the kind of stuff
they were getting out, but they were told it was all right, before
coming back we rested in their whare being invited to partake of
tea &c, we then returned down the hill and when more than half
way down were taken aside by our guide and in a short time were
inspecting the newly discovered reefs, after chipping off pieces
here & there I came to the conclusion that the stone was the same
as in the other mines, and agreed to take up the matter.
I may say at once that this involved the payment of £40 into court
for first years rent & Survey expenses.
The site of these reefs (there appeared to be 2 of them) was on the
sides of a gully the creek running down between them, when I
was quite satisfied, we returned down the hill, and the next day
the pegs were driven in to mark the boundaries that we claimed,
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we then gave notice at the court for 30 acres of ground as a
licensed holding christening it by the title of “Silver Queen.” 267
On 14 May, Squirrell had first gone ‘to see Reef & other mines’, and
two days later applied for the Silver Queen Licensed Holding. 268 On 19 May,
he along with and Donald Munro 269 advertised that they had applied for 30
acres, to be known as the Silver Queen Gold and Silver Mining Company, at
‘Tui Creek, about half a mile from Ruakaka Township on the north-east,
and about half a mile north west from [Edward] Cameron’s camp’. They
stated they would invest £2,000, 270 a large sum they did not possess.
Squirrell described his amateurish attempt to be a miner to his family
in England:
We then had to wait 2 months while the survey was being made
and also to give others an opportunity of opposing our claims in
the event of their having pegged it out before us, when the day
came there was no opposition and it was granted to us.
Meanwhile we paid a visit to it to try to find the survey lines, but
could do no work as it was not yet ours. The surveyor is supposed
to cut a clear track all round the 30 acres, we found one such line,
and some signs of another partly marked but not cut, and up to
the present we have been content with that having had no time to
hunt up the other 2 lines, 30 acres of ground taken level includes
about 1/2 as much again owing to steepness of the ground, so it
will be a long time before we go all over it, as far as I can see by
the plan and a partial inspection it appears to be something like
this
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the two “c’s” are the creeks rushing down hill. On one side it
contains 4 creeks but each two of them combine into one so that
while 4 creeks run into the property above, only 2 run out of it
below, these creeks are full of large & small stones and the
vegetation on both sides make them somewhat difficult to follow.
There are plenty of Tui birds who sing always the same peculiar
little song, the rushing water makes such a noise that you cant
make yourself heard a hundred yards away if you shout, but if we
get up the hill a little way we can hear very well.
At the end of our two months waiting we set to work at once but
the weather became very bad this was in July. I went one day
alone in the rain but the mud & rain made it so tiresome going up
the track that before I had got far enough I thought I must be
there, and turned off into the bush, I found my way down to the
creek but missed the reef. I followed the water downwards hoping
to find it, this was slow and rather tiresome work I being
encumbered by an oilskin coat to keep out the wet, I could not
find it at all, and I returned somewhat disgusted with myself for
being principal owner in a property which I was unable to find
alone.
When I next went I had someone to show me and took more care
to note the proper place to leave the track so as to know my way
better in future.
The first thing to be done was to build a whare to shelter
ourselves in when it rained and as a place to leave our tools &c in,
so I and Mr [James] Munro went down and chose a spot on the
hill side just above our present work, [in August]. 271 The first
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thing was to level a site, no easy task, as first the ground was
covered with roots and under them was full of stones, however
with tomahawk, pick and shovel we finally made some level
ground, then we had to cut down a lot of straight young trees in
short and long lengths to build our frame with. We took a good
straight growing tree about 4 inches thick which we left in the
ground and used for one end setting a pole at the opposite end of
the ground and nailing a ridge from the standing tree to the pole.
When dinner time came we found we had excellent appetites, and
after feeding I laid down my waterproof and stretched myself on
the ground awhile, while Mr Munro had a smoke, I looked up
through the bright green foliage, the sun was shining on the tops
of the trees, and the blue sky peeping through, the white clouds
were skudding along overhead showing a good breeze outside but
we were sheltered down below, while lying there I came to the
conclusion that this sort of thing was decidedly superior to sitting
in an office in dingy London, that in short it was work & picnic
combined, and at this stage decidedly pleasant, but we soon
jumped up & went on with our house, the next day we had to
hunt for nikau trees to make our thatch of, at first we didn’t run
across any but by and bye we found about half a dozen and soon
had them down.
I as a new chum bushman distinguished myself by making my
tree fall the wrong way on to several other trees the peculiar
result of which was that while the bottom end went up in the air
the top part which I wanted didn’t come down so I had to cut
down a few more trees to get at it, then we stopped to have a free
feed out of the inside of the top, which was something like raw
turnip with a nutty sort of flavor, I wasn’t hungry enough to care
for it, but to any one lost in the bush it must be very pleasant, if
they only have the means of cutting down the trees to get at it.
Then we cut off the long leaves and partly slid & partly carried
them down the hill and made our roof I seating myself astride the
ridge pole & tacking them on with nails, there was a wandering
white cow with a bell on which disturbed my equanimity as I was
afraid it might be fond of nikau leaves and eat our thatch which
came down nearly to the ground but it didn’t.
When we had finished the outside we put up the frames of three
bunks, we had put canvas on the roof under the thatch this was
old drapery wrappers, so our cabin is covered all over with my
name and address, and there will be no doubt about the
ownership of the mansion in the mind of any wandering stranger
who may take refuge there - we have not put any door on yet, I
suppose in time we shall have it properly padlocked as the other
miners huts are.
Then to work with pick & shovel, drill & gad, fuse & dynamite,
waking the echoes of this silent land with our reports, and
sending messages to those below letting the world know that
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something was going on up in the hills, we first shovelled a floor
in front of the reef, and decided to put in a charge of dynamite,
the question arose who was to hold the drill and who to strike the
heavy hammer. If I struck & missed Mr Munro’s hand wouldn’t
have been much use for that day at least, and if he struck &
missed my hand mightn’t have been of much use any more at all,
I declined however to run the risk of hitting him, and he said
there was no chance of his missing, so I held the drill and he
hammered away, after each blow I had to take out the drill an
inch or so, turn it round and put it back firmly in time for the
next blow while he struck about once in 2 seconds, we have to stop
every two or 3 minutes to clear the hole out & put water in it, it
takes from 20 min to 1/2 an hour to get in the length of the drill,
when my hand has no room to hold the drill any longer we have to
stop - then the dynamite is put in and the detonating cap, then
the fuse & after stopping up the rest of the hole with dirt &
ramming it in we set light to it and ran to some hole in rock round
a corner & wait a minute, then follows a powerful report and the
fragments fly in showers like a rain of bullets in a battle, we wait
a minute for the smoke & fumes to clear off and go to see what
work is done, a big piece or two thrown down and a lot of cracks in
the reef which make it possible for us to get out a lot more quartz
with our picks, sometimes we pull down a big lump and have to
jump out of the way sharp to prevent our legs from being
damaged, we lay them up on a pile till the time comes when the
[Champion Company’s] furnace will be erected down below, then
we can send these heaps down, to be smelted, and get our money
for them, whether they will pay for the expense or not remains to
be seen. Munro strikes the hammer with his right hand and I
with my left, but I am learning to do both as a good miner should,
of course I have plenty to learn at first of the ways of doing
things, we supposed we were mining for silver ore but after a few
days work I bought a prospecting dish which is an iron pan which
they wash stuff in when looking for gold, Munro tried some loose
sand in it down in the creek and the next minute I heard him
shouting with delight come here come here! I went and he pointed
out grains of gold in the dish, we said O be joyful, and several
times in the day and since then we have tried occasionally but
have seen no more, but it infused a vein of extra hope into the
proceedings, after getting out a ton or two of the kind of the ore
this reef was composed of, we decided to try somewhere else. The
next reef we started on was of a different sort what is called a
Galena reef that is with a good deal of lead in it, we worked on
this for a day and got out about a ton of stuff one chunk weighed
about 2 cwt and we had to take care of our toes when that came
down, we did not need to use dynamite with this reef, the ore is
embedded in stone of a softer kind we have to get this out with
the pick all round the harder quartz, as we generally work
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underneath the portion we want we have to call out when we see
it is coming down, and we jump out of the way to save our legs
and toes, all outside pieces we send tumbling down the hill and
the quartz with mineral in it we stack up in a pile ready to be
smelted some day.
We have seen Mr [Alexander] Parkes 272 who was paid £1000 to
come here and superintend the putting up of the furnaces for
smelting, he is supposed to be very clever on metals we showed
him pieces from 3 different reefs and he spoke well of them and
took away about 1/4 of a cwt to be tested in his furnace at
Karangahake, we are still waiting to know the result.
The reefs are rather puzzling, they are generally supposed to
follow a straight course yet we lose them sometimes and cant find
them in a hurry, we tunnelled into the ground for one just where
we thought it ought to be, taking the line from where we found it
a short way off, and three of us were working most of the day and
could not find it - some days we spend hours prowling about
trying the surface of the ground & breaking the stones which we
see in the ground in order to discover new reefs if possible, as the
more we find the greater will be the value of the ground, in the
mean time we are under the rules of the mining act which enables
the government to cause our property to be forfeited if not being
worked by a number of men, and this would be beyond our means
to pay for, more than a month or two, this seems hard, but it is
wise & necessary otherwise all the mining ground would be
locked up for speculative purposes, we get the ground on very
moderate terms, but we must make good use of it or give it up to
those who will, in order that the country may prosper, and work
may be found for as many hands as possible.
One man has ground on which lies big boulders with metals in
them and he has been looking for the reef for 2 years out of which
they came, but cant find it, we also have big boulders in our creek
full of mineral, and as yet we are uncertain whether they fell
down from a reef up above or whether they are the top of reef
lying under the creek, there are many things to puzzle us but they
will be found out in time, I have had to knock off for a week to get
my spring sowing done at home, unfortunately this week has been
mostly wet, perhaps my partners have been at work, but I don’t
think so, when I don’t go no one goes, so I must make another
start in a day or two.
The girls have named our new kitten “Tui” in honour of the mine
and I hope the cat wont turn out to have a bad name. 273
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That they wanted to discover new reefs because ‘the greater will be the
value of the ground’ implied an intention to sell rather than work their
claim. On 1 September, it was reported that ‘Messrs Squirrell and Munro
have commenced operations on the Silver Queen Licensed Holding, Tui, and
already discovered reefs’. 274 Their hopes of using a Parkes furnace were
dashed when his furnace at Karangahake was closed down in November
after only three weeks’ work and Parkes himself left the colony, 275 never to
return. In Squirrell’s words, ‘Mr Parkes the expert on whom we built our
hopes has suddenly vanished to Queensland and the furnace which was to
be built to smelt our ore has vanished likewise that is to say it wont be
erected at present’. 276
On 24 December, he wrote that ‘as respects the mining there is nothing
much to report, up to the present it has been all trouble & expense and
nothing likely to be got out of it yet’.
I am still working several days in the week in the mines, but if
some good does not soon come out of it shall have to give it up, it
wants capital to do the work as there is no visible gold like in
Australia, but it has to be extracted by very costly processes about
£30,000 is being spent at Waiorongomai in erecting Batteries
crushing machines furnaces &c with immense chimneys, and if
these works succeed we shall do, if they fail we shall have to
vegetate again and live on our own cabbages for 5 or 10 years till
some other industry turns up to maintain the families who will
eat our produce.
A few months ago we thought our mine would turn out well, a
clever mineralogist Mr A Parkes was paid £1000 to come here to
set up a patent furnace which was to make our fortunes but
although the furnace was erected and was reported a perfect
success it immediately afterwards stopped & Mr Parkes flitted in
[to] Queensland, and our hopes died down to nothing, we had
given him some of our ore & he spoke highly of it, one mine near
ours is floated into a company and some thousands are being
spent in wages on it, but we haven’t the money to do anything
with ours....
Some day I will send you some mineral specimens from our mines
here, the awkward part of the affair is that what looks so well is
not worth much, and the richest stone I should throw away not
being able to tell its value, there is no end of glitter in the stone
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and specks that look something like gold, but it is always
something else. 277
At the warden’s court hearing of 2 April 1889, the mining inspector
applied for the forfeiture of the ground for non-working. 278 ‘John Squirrell
said he and Jas. Munro (a shareholder), had done a good deal of work on the
ground. Donald Munro, however, had never done anything to assist in
working the property. If allowed a little further time he thought he would be
able to arrange for having the ground worked’. 279 Another report quoted him
arguing that the license should not be cancelled. He
pointed out that they had four reefs to work on, had taken out
several tons of stuff, and had been assured by Mr Parkes that it
was valuable, but when after that gentleman rather unexpectedly
departed, it did cast a damper on the shareholders. The claim had
cost him, personally, £70 and if he could get others to join him,
and get rid of one shareholder who had done nothing, the ground
would be sufficiently manned. 280
The warden, after noting that the claim was ‘off the general run of
reefs, and in comparatively new country’, granted an adjournment for one
month. 281 Shortly after this hearing, in a postscript to his letter with the
heading ‘Mining at Tui Creek’, Squirrell wrote that the
break down of the Parkes furnace, which was erected and failed to
extract the gold & silver took all the steam out of us and we left
off working, the mining inspector has dropped down on us for not
working the ground, and claimed to have it forfeited, I appeared
at the Court and defended myself, he gave me a months grace to
see what I can do, if I can’t get some one into it with money I shall
have to abandon it, Somebody will make a fortune out of it some
day. 282
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The last comment reinforced the fact that, as was clear from his earlier
remarks, he had little if any knowledge of geology, a lack of expertise shared
by James Munro and many others mining at Tui. At the subsequent
warden’s court sitting, as he admitted not being able to make satisfactory
arrangements to work the ground, it was forfeited, although the rent paid,
£15, still had three months to run. 283
In his last attempt to make money from mining, in October 1895,
during the boom, he applied for the Golden Queen at Tui, being 30 acres
‘formerly known as Silver Queen’, but almost three weeks later withdrew
the application ‘as I find it was previously pegged out by another’. 284
WAIORONGOMAI MINING
In July 1888, Squirrell applied, along with James Munro and two
miners, a blacksmith, a farmer, and a hotelkeeper, for the Celtic at
Waiorongomai, which was granted on 7 August, 285 and never heard of again.

In November, Munro applied for Beelzebub, one man’s ground, which was
granted on 18 December. 286 On 1 January 1889, it was re-registered with
four owners, one of them Squirrell, each having a quarter interest. Four
months later, Squirrell bought the interest of one of the owners. 287 This
claim immediately vanished into obscurity also. In March 1889, he applied
for 15 acres on behalf of the Oceana Gold and Silver Mining Company,
adjacent to Peter Ferguson’s Special Claim, 288 declaring that he would
invest £500 in working it. 289 He was granted the Oceana at the same
hearing that deprived him of the Silver Queen. 290 A month later, he
successfully applied for permission to prospect it with two men for three
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months. 291 In January 1890, when the mining inspector sought its forfeiture
for non-working, Squirrell agreed that the license should be cancelled
because ‘at the present moment I cannot see my way clear to carry on
work’. 292
HIS GORDON FARM
Mining having depleted, not enhanced, his finances, he returned to
farming by joining the Gordon Special Settlement Association. In 1892,
George Robert Beeson, a Waiorongomai carpenter, 293 asked permission to
transfer two sections at Gordon to Squirrell, who, according to Beeson, was
planning to establish a branch store there. 294 The area acquired, 97 acres
one rood and 38 perches, adjoined the river, and cost him £165. 295 It was
largely undeveloped. In March 1890, Beeson informed the Ranger that he
had sown 15 acres with grass seed, but when inspected in March 1892 ‘the
land said to have been sown was overgrown with Rushes and Titree. It
could not be considered cultivation’. Beeson, who had never lived on the
land, in 1892 claimed to have burnt off and surface sown about 30 acres
with grass seed, 20 of which was ‘in splendid grass’, to have planted 150
shelter trees and 60 fruit trees, and to have ploughed 10 acres. Benjamin
Bayley, the Crown Lands Ranger, 296 discovered a house valued at £10, two
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acres ploughed, and twenty chains of drain dug, making a total valuation of
£39. 297
Officials soon doubted whether Squirrell intended to settle there, or
whether he, like other members of the association, was holding land for
speculative purposes. He certainly wanted to retain his land against what
he believed to be a conspiracy to deprive him of it. His long letter of 1
December 1893 to the Commissioner of Crown Land in Auckland made
dramatic charges and revealed his plans. ‘From information I recd a few
days ago I learned that a conspiracy was on foot to get my section forfeited
and that the parties concerned in it had got at the ranger and given him
false information and now the statement is going round the settlement that
my section is to be forfeited’. He claimed to have done all the improvements
required for one year ‘by putting a main drain through the centre of the
section at a cost of £10 besides other smaller improvements’, and had spent
£180 ‘for past payments and improvements’. When Bayley, visited, in his
absence, he was shown over the land by a man ‘who must have shown him
as little as possible’ and had misinformed him about the work done.
It must have been the owner of the next section who did me this
service as he has been trying ever since I bought to induce me to
sell it to him and the last time he offered me £35 bonus to sell it
to him & all cash down, but I told him I had bought it for use &
not for speculation, he then said well “youll be turned off it in less
than 6 months” there are 3 of these men hanging together,
who were threatening to have other settlers' properties forfeited unless
their land was sold to them. Squirrell admitted to only one defect: ‘a house
of sawn timber 14 x 10 with door, chimney, and window, but I am not at
present actually living in it although I make use of it, it has been lived in
for months together since my occupation, but not by me personally’. He
planned to erect a permanent residence. The Ranger had warned him, that
as Beeson had not resided permanently either, the land was liable to
forfeiture. ‘I could not understand his tone of hostility to me the first time
he had seen me & before he had seen over the section, but from what I
heard after I concluded that the Chairman of the settlement’, Bernard
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Montague, 298 ‘had prejudiced him as he was working on the road at the
time, and he is very mad with me for being opposed to him in politics just
now, when he was using every effort to make every Gordon Settler vote one
way, which they did with the exception of myself’. (They had voted for the
Seddon Government.) Squirrell’s informant did not name the members of
the conspiracy against him, but did not deny the three names Squirrell
mentioned to him. ‘The Ranger told me himself on the road that he saw 20
acres in grass while passing yet I was told afterwards that he was going to
report that there was only 7 or 8 acres’. Squirrell reported having ‘16 grown
beasts shut in there for 10 months and they had calves to the number of 6
more and as the land is not heavily grassed it would require 30 acres in
grass to have carried them, & kept them growing & fat, as they are, and
besides my son in law’, David Foughey, 299 ‘put in other cattle part of the
time’. He had dug a drain 21 chains long, but another person had told
Bayley that he had only made one of 10 chains, the remainder being an
existing creek. ‘I told the Ranger that if there was a deficiency in the
improvements in the past I must make it up but I think it should be shown
that such is the case, but as regards insufficiency of residence on the part of
the last owner it is impossible for me to go back in point of time & put that
right’. He hoped that another of his daughters would ‘be married before long
and go to live on this section near her married sister’, Mary Alice Foughey,
in which case both the husbands & the wives would help each
other.... I am expecting my prospective son in law every day to
confer with me on the subject, and as he is a good carpenter the
first thing he would do would be to build a proper dwelling house,
but as this is not quite settled I could not very well tell the ranger
about it, but when the young man comes from Auckland, and
hears it reported all over the place that the section is to be
forfeited, he may be afraid to put his capital into it.
He denied any intention of going against government policy by using
his section for speculation,
although I have been offered a good bonus & could make £50 by
selling it, I do not intend to make one penny out of my son in law
(if the marriage comes off) as while offering it to him at less than
the price offered me by another I have arranged to return to my
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daughter any amount left over the original cost, after paying for
subsequent improvements, I will be able to make it easy for him
to take the whole thing, cattle & all, & pay as convenient to him,
in all this I am trying to carry out the wishes of the government
and making sacrifices personally, but my object in life is to see my
children settle comfortably & safely. 300
(This marriage did not eventuate, and only one other daughter was
married, in 1906, to an Auckland carpenter, not a Waiorongomai farmer.) 301
Squirrell sought assurance that his title was secure and that
we are not at the mercy of the 3 or 4 conspirators who have been
making a sort of reign of terror in the settlement for the last 2
years by threatening anyone not in their particular swim with
forfeiture, the chief of the 3 is the Chairman of the Settlement
who was formerly a member of the fenian organization in Ireland
and seems to have a special talent for intrigue & intimidation.
The letter concluded with a list of improvements made by Beeson and
himself. 302 Whether the chairman, Montague, was ever a Fenian is not
known, but he was born in Belfast, his wife was born in County Clare, they
were Roman Catholics, and he publicly supported Home Rule for Ireland. 303
Eleven days after this long letter was written, an anonymous letter in
Squirrell’s handwriting was sent to the Commissioner of Crown Lands. A
copy of a letter from Beeson about the latter’s improvements, it included the
comment, ‘I can quite understand those two men trying their best to cause a
forfeiture, of course B --- wants it, and the other man is a tool in his
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hands’. 304 B --- clearly was Barney, as Bernard Montague was commonly
known. 305
The chief clerk’s memorandum of 8 January 1894 recorded that there
was no indication the house had been lived in for a long time, half the
chimney was down, no improvements had been made, and Squirrell was not
living on the land. Bayley, who did not expect him to live there because his
store was some miles away, denied being hostile, but ‘from his long
connection with Official life’ asked questions ‘sharply ... with a view of
getting his work done quickly’. 306 Consequently, the commissioner informed
Squirrell that his land would be inspected in July and that arrears of rent
must be paid and improvements made or the land would be forfeited. 307
Three days later, Squirrell claimed he had not been told how much he owed,
and enclosed the amount. He went through the Bayley's report point-bypoint, disagreeing with every one, but did promise to improve the house and
to keep a record of his personal occupation. As to having a business seven
miles away,
I had occasion years ago to build a store at Shaftesbury when
there were many people there, who have since left, (about 30
houses having been pulled down & removed since) and as that
was the 2nd move I had made in this district I do not wish to
build at present another large store on the Gordon Settlement,
my old store is a half way house from Te Aroha (whence all the
Goods come) and my sister lives there, and can watch the goods
during my necessary absences, but he is under an entire
misconception about my business being 7 miles away as 3/4ths at
least of my business is on the Gordon settlement, I am 2 days a
week on the settlement all day delivering goods & doing other
work, and two other days in the week I go to Te Aroha &
Waiorongomai to sell the Gordon Settlers Butter &c & to fetch
them bread & meat & to do other things for them, thus 4 days out
of 6 every week (all the year round without any exception) are
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spent either on or in connection with, the Gordon settlement, &
[on] the other 2 I may be there or I may be at my sisters.
The Store, House, & small farm, at Shaftesbury are really my
sister’s, as it is her money that is in them, and I can’t remove her
to the Gordon, as there are no shelter trees there, she is 60 years
old and could not sleep in the storms which we have here, they
are very violent and 3 or 4 houses have been blown down by them
since I have lived in this district.
Although denying not having made any improvements, he promised to
make up any deficiencies ‘as fast as possible’ and complained that Bayley
had taken his information ‘from a Settler who had threatened to get me
turned off if I refused to sell the section to him’. 308 Asked for his response,
Bayley noted that Squirrell's
statement about the house is absolutely untrue the Chimney was
down & the house such as it was not fit for a dog kennel in the
next place I went over the ground alone where I could not ride I
walked I carefully inspected it all by myself took no information
from any one & not one iota of my Report is incorrect to the
minutest particular & his own letter convicts himself of breaches
of both residential improvement & rental conditions. 309
Accordingly, the Commissioner informed Squirrell that most of his
letter was irrelevant, he must make improvements, and someone must live
on the land. 310
This prompted another long letter from Squirrell claiming he had
bought timber and ‘arranged with a man to line, ceil, & otherwise improve
the small house wh. I will paint myself when Done’. He had taken posts to
fence ‘a good sized paddock, which I will clear myself & I have arranged
with a man to plough it, when it must be left fallow till the spring’.
Arrangements had been made with others for more ploughing and draining,
but, as for supplying a registered substitute,
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I am quite unable to pay a man to permanently work
“government stroke” & must do my own residence, as far as it
must be done, under any circumstances as soon as the house is
completed, I shall do a certain amount of day residence, when
working there, and also will use it as a deputy store in connection
with the business I do on the settlement, but under the
circumstances reported to you I still hope to be allowed to sleep on
my 40 acre Section, on account of the dangerous state of my
daughter.
(The last, unexplained, comment referred to Constance Elizabeth, as
explained later.) In conclusion, he insisted that he was ‘straining every
nerve & will continue to do so. I did not at first know how the conditions
really stood, could you not let me have a copy of the conditions with the plan
on it, same as supplied to other settlers’. He added a postscript that the
government had previously ordered him to build a house and reside on his
40 acres at Shaftesbury and that ‘some modification in the Land Act should
be made to meet such cases’. 311 The Commissioner responded that there was

‘no necessity whatever to give me all the details of your business. I do not
wish to go into them as they only concern yourself, but I must insist upon
the conditions of Residence and Improvement being complied with’. 312
In May 1894 Squirrell had become secretary of the Gordon Special
Settlement Association. Montague, the chairman, in the following month
attended a meeting of the Crown Lands Board ‘as a deputation from the
Association’ to complain that absenteeism was preventing the establishment
of dairying. He claimed only ten of the 24 settlers lived on their land and
that those who had settled ‘had to barter their butter to the storekeepers for
groceries, as money was not obtainable’. 313 Squirrell immediately
repudiated these claims, citing himself as an example of virtuous toil:
The Gordon settlers were very much astonished and intensely
disgusted to read in your paper that “a deputation from the
Gordon Special Settlement Association had interviewed the Land
Board, etc.” The Gordon Special Settlement Association has a
committee of 7 persons, and six of them know nothing of this
unauthorized proceeding. I have not been able to find a single
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settler up to the present who will own to having had anything to
do with sending a deputation, and it is quite clear that one
member of the committee, unknown to the rest, and without the
knowledge of the settlers generally, has slipped away to Auckland
and hoaxed the Land Board into believing him to be deputed by
the settlers, his object being to injure his neighbours by turning
them off their land, in order that he and his few friends may
apply for the forfeited sections to add to their cattle runs. It is
further stated in your paper that a list has been sent of these socalled “absentees” to Wellington, we can only guess who are in
this list, but if the bogus deputationist had the preparation of it,
some of the best settlers of the place are on it. I have no doubt but
what my name has a place of honour on the list, the “evictor” of
the settlement having a special animosity to me, and this is the
kind of “absentee” I am: I sleep in my house on the Gordon
Settlement several nights each week, for some time past I have
been on my section nearly every day except the 2 days a week
that I go to Te Aroha and Waiorongomai to sell the Gordon
settlers’ butter, and to bring back bread, meat and other goods for
the Gordon Settlement; besides my whole time being devoted to
this settlement. I have now a man working with 3 horses and a
double-furrow plough, another man clearing and burning, and
even my daughter is helping in the work of clearing.
(She was probably Mary Alice, wife of David Foughey, who also farmed

at Gordon.)

Yet while we are all hard at work on the Settlement, an enemy is
conspiring to turn us off as absentees.... The fact is, the
settlement for the last 2 years has been quite a success, and the
only trouble it now suffers from is that one man whose heart
seems full of hatred to his fellows, is simply going mad with his
insane desire to get certain settlers “evicted” whom he happens to
dislike, and he seems to stick at nothing to effect his purpose. 314
Acting quickly, Squirrell obtained the signatures of 17 of the 22
settlers, including all members of the committee apart from Montague, to a
petition expressing their ‘disgust and indignation’ at his going to the board
and attempting ‘to injure his brother settlers by getting them off their land’.
Montague was also asked to resign as chairman, not only because of this
behaviour but also because he had ‘never been elected by a majority of the
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association’. 315 Squirrell’s letter to an Auckland newspaper was condensed
before publication:
The Association has a committee of seven, of which he is one, and none of
the other six knew of this “deputation” till they read it in the paper, to their
intense disgust and astonishment. Out of 22 settlers, only three or four
besides Mr Montague knew of his design. He spoke as on behalf of the
settlers, and recounted various grievances (which do not exist) and made
statements which were not true. The principal statement made by him was
that there were 24 settlers, of whom 14 were absentees. Now I have
challenged him in the local paper to mention the names of, not 14, but 4
settlers who are both absentees and non-improvers. In his address to the
Board, he said the settlement was “languishing,” and couldn’t live because
of these absentees, but the settlement has been fairly prosperous for the last
two years. There was a time when the settlers seemed hardly able to hold on,
but a man who is now denounced as an absentee came upon the scene, and
spent about £300 on a flaxmill and on the land connected with it, which set
the place quite on its feet. Nearly all the settlers benefited by this
expenditure, and some of those who benefited most are now eager to get
these sections forfeited, although money is still being spent on them; but,
because the owner is absent, he is attacked by these men, who have no sense
of gratitude. 316
When Bayley visited his land on 2 July, Squirrell signed a declaration
that he had lived on his selection from 12 April until that date. 317 Bayley
reported that the necessary cultivations had been completed and
‘Substantial Improvements effected’, that the rent was paid to date, and he
was living there. ‘He resides some 4 days on Selection during week
remainder of time on road or at Shaftesbury had opened another small store
on Selection’. 318 Accordingly, the commissioner told Squirrell that the only
thing preventing the issuing of a Crown Grant was proof that he or a
registered substitute had lived on the land for six years. 319
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Three days later, Montague’s response to Squirrell’s having convinced
Bayley that he was a bona fide settler was to write to the commissioner
claiming it was
the custom in this settlement when the Crown Lands Ranger
comes into the Settlement the absentees also Come into the
settlement although they have not being in the Settlement for
months or years and when the Ranger presents them with the
residential declaration they sign it and Clear out again. Under
these circumstances we Respectfully ask your Bord for a inquirey
and all the Bonafid settlers will give evedince if wanted. 320
Bayley described Montague’s claim as ‘a wild assertion’. Although
absentees did arrive when he visited, on the last occasion ‘the only reputed
Absentee who signed any Declaration was John Squirrell ... & as very
strong ill feeling exists between Messrs Montague & Squirrell the reason for
Mr Montague’s letter is very apparent’. 321
On the same day that Montague wrote to the commissioner, the New
Zealand Herald’s Te Aroha correspondent reported on the ‘unsettled state’ of
the settlers through some of them trying to have sections forfeited by those
who, despite not living on the land, were making improvements. He was
sure that the board would
take a reasonable view of the matter, and decline to forfeit
allotments upon which a fair amount of work has been done, and
where there is every prospect of the owners eventually residing
upon the land. There are men who will make first-class settlers,
and are in a position to improve their land, so as to gradually
prepare it for occupation, but who from various causes are unable
at present to live upon it, and it seems a pity for a few jealous
people to be able to annoy them by complaints to the Board. 322
The board did decide it 'could not take cognisance of general and
unsupported charges as made in this letter’. 323 At the end of the month
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Squirrell responded to Montague’s claim that the correspondent knew
nothing about this or any other deferred payment settlement:
Now, I ought to know something about the matter, being secretary of the
Settlement, and having been in the thick of the fight for some time, and
when I read the paragraph I thought it a remarkable good one, and I read it to
several other Gordonites, and they also thought it very good indeed. I do not
know who your correspondent is, he seems to be somewhat a mystery, but if
all his paragraphs are as true, and as much to the point, he is a model
correspondent. As regards Mr Montague, the facts have gone against him, so
he is cross with the newspapers for recording the facts. He began by cursing
the local papers, and now he abuses yours. He doesn’t say what is wrong in
the article referred to, but adopts the old legal maxim, “having no case,
abuse the other side.” Since he wrote that letter he has ceased to be
chairman, the settlers having met and turned him out. His constituting
himself into a deputation to the Land Board without the knowledge of the
settlers was too much for the community, and they have expelled him from
the chairmanship and the committee, so the “engineer is hoist with his own
petard.” 324
On 3 August, Montague, still writing as if he was the chairman of the
association, again wrote to the press urging the board to enquire into the
absentees. ‘We are thinking about publishing the names of those who have
been doing this for years. We think that it is a pity that we should have to
make enemies of our neighbours by moving in this matter’, for if the board
and its officers ‘would do their duty, we would be good friends with our
neighbours, and the settlement would go on all right’. 325 Squirrell did not
respond. Confirmation that his assessment of Montague’s behaviour was not
just personal bias came in a letter to the commissioner from an absentee.
After explaining all the work he had done, he added that ‘anyone who knows
Mr Montague’s deep cunning ways also knows quite well that he does not
wish to see any of the absentees to settle down in the Gordon - all he wants
is to get their land at little or nothing’. 326
In April 1895, Squirrell was re-elected as secretary of the
association. 327 Two months later, he was a witness when Montague charged
John Carroll with using provoking and insulting language at a meeting at
Gordon chaired by Squirrell. Carroll worked at Waihi while his family lived
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at Gordon, and when asked whether Gordon was not ‘the most natural place
for Mr Carroll to go to?’, Squirrell answered: ‘Yes. But he doesn’t seem
addicted to going to the most natural place. (Laughter in court)’. 328 Elected
to the committee in 1897, 329 in the following year he was re-elected
secretary when Montague was elected chairman once more. 330 No more
reports of clashes between these two have been traced, largely because most
issues of the Te Aroha News for these years have been lost. On 15 October
1897 he was granted a certificate of title to his land, but on 14 December
the following year transferred it to John Brady, who owned the adjoining
sections, 331 despite his protestations of not being a speculator.
As a consequence of his involvement in farming, in 1901 he was elected
to the committee of the Waikato Farmers Club. 332 In 1905 he became
secretary of the Manawaru Co-operative Dairy Company, incorporated in
August 1901; he was not a shareholder. 333 It faced competition from rival
dairy factories in the district. 334 In July 1909, in response to a suggestion

that the company pay interest on its shares, Squirrell explained that
‘interest cannot be paid without taking part of the earnings derived from the
milk of the present suppliers, and giving it to those who deserted’ it ‘and
tried their best, at the time of leaving it, and afterwards, to wreck the
Company, and very nearly succeeded in doing so’. After adding that the
directors had decided to increase the bonus on the last two months of the
season despite the price of butter having fallen, he concluded: ‘As to the
other letter, by the funny man, who never signs his name, I do not consider
it worth notice’. 335
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In contrast, a Manawaru correspondent argued that the company’s
lack of success was caused by the fact that it had been formed to sell land
rather than to make butter. 336 ‘Manawaruites’ believed it to be ‘a pity that
our worthy neighbour, Mr J. Squirrell, should put our esteemed estimate of
his veracity to be breaking point in regard to his pretentious statements’
about the ‘high payments and soundness of’ the company despite its balance
sheet, which he had just issued, containing no provision ‘for paying a penny
interest on the £1,222 18s 1d capital paid-up, or a penny for depreciation.
The fact of their assets, property, machinery, and plant being assessed at
cost price is a thing unheard of in any sound concern, and is quite sufficient
to cause grave doubts in the minds of its shareholders as to its stability’. 337
‘One of the Old Crew’ claimed that ‘the wrecking of the old tub was the
almost criminal incompetency of its chief cook and officers to steer a safe
and sound course’, and claimed that those in charge were paying bonuses to
themselves from members’ money, not from bona-fide profits. ‘If the profits
of one of the many ventures (Manawaru Co-op stares, I hardly need say, are
not amongst those) of Mr Squirrell in the world of finance should drop to nil,
it would mean a fit, and when his billet as shipswife to the old derelict with
its emolument is dispensed with I am afraid he will have another one’. 338

(The only investment traced was ten shares (out of 25,000) in the National
Glass Company, acquired in 1904.) 339
In a brief rebuttal to earlier statements, Squirrell denied that former
shareholders (‘seceders’ was his term) had paid their shares in full: ‘They
left long before they paid up their shares, and they only did that after a test
case was taken into Court, and judgment was given against several of their
number’. 340 Five days later, he responded to these latest letters about the
‘Squabble’ in detail. ‘I think it would have been have been better to have let
sleeping dogs lie, but if the opponents of the Co-op will stir up these
matters, they must take the consequences. “Manawaruite” states that I said
the Co-op made high payments. I have not said this, nor have I made any
comparisons between that and other companies’. As to his claim ‘that we
have not paid interest on the paid-up capital, or a penny for depreciation’,
the balance sheet published in the same edition of the newspaper included a
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‘depreciation reserve account’, which would ‘no doubt be much increased
after the next directors’ meeting, as the necessary balance is in hand to do
so’. As for the statement of ‘One of the Old Crew’ that the company was
wrecked, it was ‘anything but that with ‘25 suppliers and 50 per cent more
milk this year than last, and good prospects ahead’. Claims of dishonesty in
its establishment were false:
Soon after I became secretary a special general meeting was called, and the
discontented ones demanded that an enquiry into the affairs of the company
be made right from the beginning by an impartial and competent auditor.
The Directors agreed to the proposal, and the opposition was allowed to
nominate their own man, and they voted 15 guineas as fee. Copies of his
report and balance-sheet were distributed to every shareholder, and he
completely exonerated the Directors from all the charges made against them,
and finished up with a big puff to the Company, prophesying a bright career
in the future, if the shareholders would work together. I have still spare
copies of this report by me to prove that what I say is correct, and I may say
that before he began his investigation I gave him the names of some of those
who were leading the opposition, and he went to them, and heard all they
had to say, before he began his work. I was determined to have a thorough
investigation, as I did not know myself who was right. Now the partial
break-up of the Company was caused by the spreading of a mass of
falsehoods about things and people, everyone of which was proved to be
untrue, but that made no difference, the mischief went on all the same, as
temper had got the better of judgment.
He gave an example of how missing accounts, allegedly taken by the
first chairman to hide his wrong doing, were held by a director who headed
the ‘party who were spreading these wicked falsehoods against an innocent
man’s character’. As for not paying interest, it had been ‘agreed that all
profits shall go to those who bring milk’. He ended by claiming that some of
the original shareholders had ‘deliberately tried to wreck the Company’. 341
One week after this letter was published, the company agreed to go
into liquidation, with Squirrell and two others appointed as its liquidators,
and to amalgamate with the Thames Valley Co-operative Dairying
Company, which took over its factory at Manawaru and its creamery at
Wardville. 342 Squirrell, still secretary as well as liquidator, wanted to make
a call to raise money to pay all the debts, ‘but a party of Shareholders, who
were fully paid up’, in 1911 started legal proceedings ‘to compel us to call up
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all shares in full, and divide the result equally among the Shareholders’. 343
As calls were paid slowly and one debtor, who was ‘a good mark’, kept
taking legal action to avoid paying his share, the liquidation was not
concluded until late 1913. 344
HOLDING STRONG OPINIONS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS
As when living in England, Squirrell had a lively interest in a variety
of issues, as indicated from the letters already cited. His obituary mentioned
that ‘he was an ardent student of Esperanto ... in which he was probably as
well versed as anyone in the Dominion’. 345 He was a member of the British
Esperanto Association until his death. 346 Another example of the variety of
his interests was his letter to the Te Aroha News in 1902 that ‘the comet
was again visible last night in about the same position as when it first
appeared’. 347 In a letter sent to England in 1886, he wrote that in ‘the
“Sword & trowel” of July 1886 (Mr [Charles] Spurgeon’s magazine) you will
find an article on a holiday of his which will give you an idea of our picnics
up in the range’. Having written ‘with such enthusiasm about our Sunny
South’, he assured his brother-in-law that he did ‘not forget the beauties (of
a somewhat different kind) of old England, I am an ardent federationist, but
naturally now feel a far greater interest in our Australasian portion of the
empire’. 348 Two years later he sent the Christmas number of the Auckland
Weekly News, a newspaper he purchased regularly,
also a local paper which is now published twice a week, so we
have rather too much newspaper I sometimes think, as they leave
too little time for solid books. I do not find that the distance
makes any difference in the interest I feel in European affairs and
I often wish for more details on these subjects, but of course there
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is less interest felt generally, and I imagine if the people of this
country were examined on the Bulgarian question they would
mostly know as little about it as of the politics of the moon. 349
He was implying that he was interested in such topics but that there
was nobody in the district with whom he could discuss them.
He continued to be interested in the ‘Irish question’, sending a letter to
newspapers about this in December 1890. 350 Auckland newspapers (the only
ones to publish it) considered it to be so detailed that only ‘a passage from
his detailed scheme’ could be published:
Let there be a mutual Imperial guarantee, the British Isles
guaranteeing the integrity of the colonies, and the colonies
guaranteeing the integrity of the British Isles. If the Irish leaders
knew that the Colonial Empire had absolutely determined that
there should be no diminution of the territory of the British head
quarters, they would give up making any further attempt, either
open or disguised, to obtain separation, and the Irish people
would in the end become proud to form a part of that great
Empire, to whose building up and maintenance so many eminent
Irishmen have contributed, both in peace and war. As to Home
Rule, once the danger of separation is absolutely done away with,
the Irish could have as much Home Rule in the shape of local selfgovernment as they required, and the English would be only too
glad to get Irish local questions out of the Imperial Parliament.
Let the population of the colonies agree to the proposal of a
mutual Imperial guarantee, and let their determination be
ratified by their respective Parliaments, and there would be an
end for ever of the main difficulty in the way of the settlement of
the Irish question. If the Irish leaders only want local selfgovernment and not separation they will rally to this proposal,
but if they oppose it, and fight against it, they would reveal their
ultimate purpose, and must then run up their true colours. As to
the land question, it must be settled by itself; there is the same
problem there as here, namely, how to place the largest possible
number of the people on a portion of land of their own, in a
manner consistent with the principles of common honesty. 351
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Presumably this was the same letter, or a variant of the same, that
was published in a Suffolk newspaper that year. 352
In May 1897 he wrote a long letter in response to the publication by
the Te Aroha News of W.T. Stead’s articles on Queen Victoria's reign. ‘As
your article begins with something like a challenge to those wicked Radicals
who assert that the Queen is only a figure head, I hope you will allow an
insignificant Radical to reply to the challenge, and also to criticize Mr
Stead’s somewhat apocryphal narrative’. He denied that the Queen had any
role in decision making, smiled at the idea that the Emperor of Germany
and everybody else in Europe considered her the ‘greatest, wisest, and best
woman that ever sat on a throne’, and looked forward to the day when 'the
great British Imperial Federation’ was ‘properly organized’. He praised
Prince Albert for his sagacity, noting that after his death the Queen ‘seemed
completely lost’, and pointing out that on the only occasion when she
attempted to have her own way over the choice of the members of her
household, the Prime Minister, Peel, had defeated her. He referred to
Stead's claim that the Queen prevented war when Germany attacked
Denmark in 1864, but provided no rebuttal.
I well remember the circumstances of this war, as I was much
interested in it at the time. I attended the patriotic meetings of
the Germans in London before the fighting began, and soon after
its commencement visited the seat of war, but only got near
enough to see the Danish prisoners and the German wounded
brought away from the field. I then went on to Berlin, where I
stayed two months reading the war news in the German papers,
and also reading the English “Times” daily in the cafes where
foreign papers were kept.
When the Danish Princess Alexandra, who married the Prince of
Wales, first arrived in London, he had been standing on London Bridge, and
he described the excitement. He denied that the Queen was skilled in
languages, and compared the heroic Queen Louise of Prussia, who had
roused her ‘somewhat feeble husband’ to fight against Napoleon, with ‘our
Queen, with her comparatively easy and selfish life and her hoarded 20
millions worth of property’. The Jubilee Celebrations were a celebration of
the power of a nation guided by its statesmen, not its queen, and ‘our great
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Empire, which though nominally monarchical’, was ‘really republican’. 353 As
copies of the newspaper for this period have not survived, it is not possible
to trace the controversy no doubt prompted by these opinions.
Being a self-confessed ‘old Radical’ did not mean he supported the
Seddon Government, as he explained in an 1899 letter responding to the
news that bank clerks were to be forbidden to work late hours:
I was a merchant's clerk in the City of London for 25 years before
I came out here 20 years ago, and this class must be strangely
different in the cities of New Zealand if they do not resent any
interference on the part of the Government with their private
affairs. I have many a time, with other clerks, stayed late in the
evenings, when a rush of work had to be got through, and this we
did entirely of our own accord, and without extra pay, doing it for
our own credit, and that of the house to which we belonged, in
order that it might be up to the mark in dealing with its
correspondents, and on these occasions we would have been
immensely astonished and disgusted if a city constable had
marched in and asked us what business we had to be working
late. It seems now that an attempt will be made to degrade every
class of men into the supposed position of helpless victims,
requiring protection by a paternal Government, and the constable
will soon be poking his nose, not only into every factory and shop,
but into every mercantile office, and last of all into the private
homes, hitherto supposed to be a safe refuge from Government, so
that we used to say that an “Englishman’s house was his castle.”
Politics have changed now, so that the so-called Conservative
party has become the advocate of personal freedom, while the
sham Liberals are carrying a despotic interference into
everybody's personal affairs, and many old Radicals like myself
have to vote on the opposite to that which they belonged to in the
Old Country.
The old tyranny had been replaced by that of ‘a democratic dictator’
who was destroying liberty ‘under a pretence of advancing progress’. Whilst
agreeing that the government had
both the right and the duty to interfere, say, in protecting women
and children in factories, and in matters which greatly concern
the health and well being of the people, but so far as people's
personal affairs are concerned it is best to let everyone fight their
own battles, the State simply keeping open a fair arena. We want
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energy and self-reliance in the individual, and not a habit of
looking to the Government for help.
He looked forward to the day when workers had ‘educated themselves
into such a state of self-respect as themselves to resent such constant
interference with their affairs’ and to fight their own battles. 354 He claimed
to be the only resident of Gordon not to vote for the Liberal Party. 355
The last examples of Squirrell’s political views that can be traced were
his giving £2 2s in 1900 to the Patriotic Fund established to assist the
British in the Boer War, by far the largest amount contributed by the
residents of Shaftesbury, 356 and, in 1914, his being voted to the chair at a
meeting held at Shaftesbury by the conservative parliamentary
candidate. 357
Whereas Squirrell had attended church in England and had debated
theological issues fiercely, in New Zealand he was not recorded as being
active in religious matters. Although he was given a Church of England
funeral, 358 possibly the choice of his children, in the 1880s he had assisted a
Wesleyan temperance movement, the Band of Hope, by selling tickets for a
concert for its organ fund and also participating in some of it’s
entertainments at Shaftesbury. 359 In October 1908, in replying to a letter
about the importance of keeping the Sabbath Day holy, he forcibly
supported the right of people to do gardening on a Sunday:
I have read in your paper that an inhabitant of Te Aroha, who
prefers to hide his name, lately went prying about on a Sunday,
looking over his neighbours’ fences to find out a worse man than
himself in order that he might indulge in the luxury of
condemning him, and seeing a man doing something useful
invited society to boycott him, but no one seemed to respond, and
one man had the courage to claim the right to do a little
gardening on Sunday for the good of his health, and unlike the
other signed his name like a man. He now makes a second
354
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attempt to persecute those who happen to differ from himself by
saying “it is time that those in authority took a hand in this most
objectionable habit.” I quote his exact words, but of course he
means the opposite to what he says, he doesn’t want the
authorities to take a hand in Sunday gardening, but to fine, or
imprison the man who dares to do it. Well, I think the authorities
would have a lot to do if they started that game. I myself often do
a little gardening on a Sunday, as I think it promotes health of
mind and body, besides producing something useful. I also get up
at 5 o’clock on Sunday morning and later on take milk to the
Factory. Bye-the-bye, does the nameless one ever eat factory
butter, if so it is very wrong of him, as some of it comes from
Sunday work; anyhow he should be thankful that he can lie in
bed on a Sunday morning for the honour and glory of God, and
when he does get up have nothing to do but pry into his
neighbours’ back gardens and call upon society and the
authorities to persecute those who are so industriously inclined
that they find it difficult to do a loaf for a whole day, and who
don’t think the Almighty is angry if they raise a flower or prune a
tree. 360
‘Respecter of the Sabbath’ was offended by what it considered his
boasting about gardening on Sunday, and using phrenological terms
retorted that evidently Squirrell’s ‘bump of aggressiveness’ was ‘equal to his
bump of self-esteem’. 361
HIS SISTER
In Squirrell’s first endeavours to make a successful home for his
children in New Zealand he had been assisted by his sister, Pleasance
Martha. She went to Auckland in September 1887, and in December the
following year he wrote that she had ‘quite settled down in Auckland, and
having a Baptist Church to attend and some Sunday School work’ seemed
‘more happy than when here’. 362 Possibly because of ill-health, she made her
will in Auckland in August 1889, 363 and by 1893 if not earlier had returned
to Shaftesbury, in January 1894 being recorded as living in Squirrell's old
360
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store to guard his goods. 364 In September that year, after suffering from
dropsy and kidney disease for about 18 months, she died in Waikato
Hospital, aged 60. 365 A Te Aroha correspondent wrote that
sincere regret was expressed in the Shaftesbury end of the district
when it became known that Miss Squirrell ... had passed away at
the Hamilton Hospital. Miss Squirrell was deservedly esteemed
by all who knew her, and she will be much missed at Shaftesbury.
She had been ailing for some time, and three weeks ago went over
to Hamilton for treatment at the hospital, but rapidly became
worse, and succumbed to dropsy and heart disease. 366
Her will, after leaving bequests to her English relatives and £5 to the
Mt. Eden Baptist Chapel, gave the balance of her estate to Squirrell ‘to be
divided equally between himself & his children, the children’s portions to be
paid by him in such amounts and at such time as he shall think fit’ until
they were aged 30, when they were to receive the balance of their shares. 367

The total value of the estate, of which Squirrell was the executor, was £623
6s 3d. 368 Of this, he received approximately two-thirds, which would have
assisted him to develop his land at Gordon.
HIS DAUGHTERS

As mentioned in his 1886 and 1888 letters to his brother-in-law, his
four daughters had assisted him when he first settled in Shaftesbury. Little
is known about the eldest, Florence Maria. In January 1886, Squirrell
recorded that ‘Florence came home for a fortnight from Wairoa South where
she now lives with [her sister] Edith as assistants to Mrs Farley’. 369 The
latter, as noted in the section on the Shaftesbury farm, was an Anglican
clergyman’s wife. In February and March 1888, Florence went to
‘Johnson’. 370 She was living with her family at Shaftesbury in 1893,
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although listed in the supplementary electoral roll rather than on the main
roll like the others, 371 suggesting that she had just returned from elsewhere.
She remained at Shaftesbury until 1902, but was not recorded in the 1903
electoral roll. 372 She appeared again on the rolls as a resident of
Shaftesbury in 1905 and 1908, but left before 1911 and never returned. 373
When she applied for aid on 23 January 1908 from the Auckland Charitable
Aid Board, her incomplete request gave no reasons why she needed
assistance, which accordingly was not given. 374 According to a brother-inlaw she was ‘mentally deficient’, 375 and never married. During her last
years she suffered from chronic Bright’s Disease or glomerulonephritis, a
kidney disease, and died in the Knox Home in Auckland, after a long illness,
on 30 March 1915 aged only 48. 376
The second daughter was Constance Elizabeth, the Bessie (sometimes
Bess) who had looked after her father’s Shaftesbury shop during the 1880s
while he worked on his farm. Periodically she lived in Auckland with her
aunt; the first time this was recorded as in April 1883. 377 In 1888 an
enigmatic diary entry was made: ‘Oct/Nov & before: Bess’. 378 On 9 February
1890, he recorded: ‘Bess very bad’, with a later additional note: ‘(? Mind)’. 379
On 27 December: ‘Bess came home’ (from Auckland). 380 On 17 July 1891,
when she was living in Auckland, she was charged under the Lunatic Act,
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but was discharged on the certificate of two doctors. 381 Two days later her
father recorded: ‘Bess to Mrs Hopkins’, with a later note: ‘ailing mentally’. 382
In April 1892, he went to Auckland to see her, and April and August 1893
he visited her again, after which she returned home in October. 383
Bess was the unnamed daughter who, in early 1894, hoped to marry an
Auckland carpenter. 384 In March that year, Squirrell recorded ‘Bess getting
troublesome’, 385 and later that month wrote of ‘the dangerous state of my
daughter’, 386 presumably a reference to her mental state after the hoped-for
(dreamed-up?) marriage was called off. In September 1898, when she was
still living with her family, he charged her with lunacy, but as only one of
the required two doctors would certify to her lunacy an order of committal
was not made. 387 In December, when he again charged her with being ‘a
Lunatic Not under proper care and Control’, the doctors agreed, and she was
committed to the Avondale Asylum. 388 Admitted at the age of 30 in ‘poor
health and condition’, her occupation was given as dressmaker. Her
dementia, diagnosed as being caused by hysteria, had started when she was
21 and had never ceased. 389 She was probably suicidal and certainly violent,
‘throwing things at people’, and had been ‘under treatment at a private
“home” in Remuera’. The first doctor certified that she was melancholic and
had said that she had seen ‘the Prince of Wales a month ago & he was very
nice to her’. Her sister Edith had deposed that she had ‘broken her windows
& smashed up any article she could get hold of, at times very noisy
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shouting, crying alternatively. Talking to imaginary people. Her chief
delusion is that she is being persecuted by men’. The second doctor certified
that on the
different occasions on which I have seen her she has all ways been
in a condition of melancholy, and continually muttering & playing
with her fingers. The appearance clearly indicates unsoundness of
mind. Says she had a sister who died (This is not a fact). Says she
has one brother (This is not a fact.)
Amongst other signs of madness was her claim that her uncle had
recently been to see her, for she had no uncle in New Zealand. Her father
wrote that ‘seven years ago she cut up her under clothing to make garments
for a baby which she said she was going to have. Said the Prince of Wales
had committed an outrage upon her in Auckland. Screams & shouts
sometimes for 3 or 4 hours at a time and then starts singing’. Edith also
wrote that Bessie was ‘constantly making great noise’, regularly fouled her
bed, ‘often says men have been with her and that she is in the “family way,”
and ate ravenously’. On the basis of their evidence she was diagnosed as
‘melancholic’. Once in the asylum her physical condition improved, but not
her mental, for she was occasionally violent, in particular breaking
windows. She did no work. 390 Her father paid 7s 6d each week towards her
maintenance. 391 When he died in 1924, the only daughter mentioned in his
obituary as still being alive was Mary Alice, although a brother-in-law
thought Bessie might still be alive. 392 Ignored by her sisters, she lived until
30 May 1929, aged 62, dying of senile decay and heart failure. Although she
had entered the asylum as a Wesleyan, she was given a Presbyterian
funeral. 393
In 1906, at Squirrell's residence at Shaftesbury his third daughter
Edith Beatrice ‘quietly celebrated’ her marriage to Joseph Hawkins of
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Waiorongomai. 394 After their honeymoon ‘the married couple will return to
the home of the bride, as a partnership arrangement has been made
between Mr Hawkins and his father-in-law’; 395 clearly he was to run the
farm. Aged 36, ten years older than her husband, 396 Edith would have three
sons, who, when she died of measles and pneumonia 12 years after being
married, were then aged ten, eight, and six. 397 Her obituary, which made
her Squirrell's second daughter, thereby ignoring the existence of
Constance, stated that since coming to Shaftesbury she had ‘been the close
companion and friend of her widowed father’, which certainly was the case
because she had lived with him until her marriage. 398
It is only those of us who have known her long, who know and
appreciate all the excellent qualities of character and heart she
possessed; and faithfully she performed the varied responsibilities
imposed upon her. Like the modest violet, she preferred to remain
in the shade, and, like it, cast sweet fragrance round to be enjoyed
by any who cared to come under its influence. She undoubtedly
realised that the highest and best in life is attained through
service and sacrifice. Much sympathy is felt for her husband,
three little boys and her father in their irreparable loss. 399
Squirrell’s relations with this son-in-law reached their nadir in April
1920, when he took Hawkins to court on the charge of assaulting him on 3
March ‘by dragging him along the ground and beating his head and body
against the ground and against the stock yard fence’ on Hawkins’
Shaftesbury farm. 400 The hearing lasted two hours, the names of the
disputants not being made public: after the magistrate heard some of the
evidence, he conferred with both men in private, resulting in Squirrell
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withdrawing the charge. 401 This assault may have been the result of
Squirrell’s declining mental state. 402
In June 1891, Squirrell’s youngest daughter, Mary Alice, was the first
of his children to marry, at the age of 19. Her husband, David Foughey, was
19 years her senior. He was a farmer living at Gordon, had been born in
County Cork, and was a Roman Catholic, which may explain why the
marriage took place in the Registrar's Office. 403 The children were brought
up as Catholics. 404 Perhaps they had met first in July 1890, when he was
working for Squirrell on his farm. 405
Foughey had received his land order for the Shaftesbury settlement in
September 1881, three months after Squirrell. 406 According to the
Cyclopedia of New Zealand (which gave the year of his marriage as 1881,
when his bride would have been nine), he worked for Edward Francis Roche
at Shaftesbury for eight years before, in July 1887, buying land at Gordon
and being one of its first settlers. By 1902, he owned 244 freehold acres, and
had ‘planted every tree in the beautiful avenue which leads to his
homestead’. They had three daughters and one son. 407

For a period in the mid-1890s Foughey was in very poor health, and
the response of the community was typical of many similar cases. In
September 1894 he entered the Thames hospital because of a perinephritic
abscess, a collection of pus around the kidneys, and remained there for 94
days. 408 In February 1895 he spent seven days in the same hospital with
chronic sinus, in August stayed for 20 days because of an abscess of the
knee, and in September was hospitalized for 11 days because of an abscess
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of the back, 409 possibly a consequence of the earlier infection around the
kidneys. As an indication of his financial state, the charitable aid board met
the cost of his August hospitalization. 410 In late June 1895 the Te Aroha
News reported that he had been forced to take to his bed once more because
of the abscess in his side. Having been unable to work for 18 months, ‘in
consequence of that and hospital expenses he is about stranded’, and a
benefit concert was to be held for him and his wife and two small
children. 411 Just before the concert, which the newspaper urged all to
attend, it reported that he had ‘been unable to work for nearly two years,
consequently his section has been going back on him, and the family have
been obliged to sell off the stock to provide themselves with bread’. 412 The
result was a success, Te Aroha’s public hall being ‘comfortably filled’. 413 A
correspondent’s account provided a good example both of how the
community rallied round on such occasions and of the type of entertainment
provided:
The case was so deserving of sympathy that a number of settlers
at Shaftesbury, assisted by musical residents here, decided to
hold this concert to help Mr Foughey, and the effort met with the
public appreciation it deserved. The Hall was crowded, and a
capital programme was tendered. Mr T[homas] Gavin, 414
chairman of the Town Board, presided. Both parts of the
programme opened with selections by the Te Aroha brass band,
which were remarkably well played. The other items on the
programme were as follow:- Song, “The Diver,” Mr [Thomas]
McIndoe; 415 pianoforte solo, “Irish Diamonds,” Mr Schroff; song,
“At my window,” by Miss Wainwright, who sang particularly well;
song, in character, “The Union Jack,” by Mr Hanby; song,
“Whisper and I shall hear,” by Miss Hirst (who has a sweet,
telling voice), with violin obbligato by Miss Stanley; song, “The
Outpost,” Mr Gage-Brown; comic song, Mr Harry Tonge; song,
“Swanee River,” by Miss Wainwright, with banjo accompaniment
by Mr Ross; song, “They all love Jack,” by Mr Ross; song, “I fear
409
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no foe,” by Mr Gage-Brown; song, in character, “The Alabama
Coon,” by Miss Craig, with banjo accompaniment by Mr Ross;
violin solo by Miss Stanley, who played with great expression;
comic song, “I've worked eight hours,” by Mr Hanby, who was
admirably got up, and made some capital hits; Highland fling by
Mr H. Tonge. The accompaniments were well played by Mrs
Robson, Miss Wainwright, and Miss Sibley. Dancing was
afterwards indulged in for some hours, and a very enjoyable
evening spent. 416
Subsequently, Foughey thanked all those who had made his benefit ‘so
great a success’. 417 The sum raised was not stated, but would have assisted
the family for a time, and Foughey’s health improved somewhat in future
years. He died, aged 68, in 1913 of ‘chronic suppuration’ and asthenia,
meaning an abscess and debility, from which he had suffered for ten
years. 418 He left his widow a freehold property valued at £3,072; she would
live until 1963. 419
HEALTH, AND DEATH
In the first mention of any health issues affecting him, in August 1889
it was reported that Squirrell had been kicked by a horse but had soon
recovered. 420 His diary recorded that a foot had been sprained, and not until
four-and-a-half months later could he ‘at last put on elastic boots’. 421 In
April 1891 ‘Rheumatism came on’. 422 Then in late 1913 he recorded his
‘First illness in 60 years’, lasting about three months but requiring him to
spend a month in the Te Aroha hospital’. 423 Two years later he went into a
private hospital there and then to a boarding house. 424 In March 1919, when
he was living at home, ‘Miss Nelson came to keep house, soon vanished,
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with her “brother” (adopted)’. 425 In May, another woman then kept house for
him. 426 During 1920 he lived for a time both with a friend and in a boarding
house. 427 But he was still remarkably fit: in September 1921 he recorded
having a ‘Giddy fit in [Te Aroha] Domain, after 20 mile walk day before’. 428
And in January 1923 ‘went to top 429 Te A mountain with youth abt 15? and
lady’, whose name he could not recall. 430
At the age of 83, on 5 August 1924, he died of bronchitis that had led to
pneumonia, in Tokanui Mental Hospital, where he had been admitted three
months earlier through ‘senile dementia and loss of memory’ and being ‘very
feeble on account of his advanced age’. 431 When admitted, he was described
as ‘a small spare man in fair bodily health considering his age’. His son-inlaw Joseph Hawkins had arranged that he be removed from the ‘Glencairn’
Boarding House at Te Aroha to the asylum ‘as his daughter had not offered
to make the application’, perhaps because she did not wish her father to be
committed. Squirrell’s memory was such that he could not provide the
hospital with any information about his personal history or his family.
Hawkins declared that he ‘wanders about and does not recognise anyone.
Mind a blank. Would wander off at night into the Domain at Te Aroha to be
found there at night by the local Police. Did not know the landlady after
having been with her for two years’. As there had been three previous
attacks, details unrecorded, the mayor, a solicitor, and a local farmer had
been watching over him. 432 On his first night in the asylum ward he
complained that he could not sleep because of the noise, despite being the
one making it; he also said that he could not sleep because of the bright
light, but it was in darkness. 433
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CONCLUSION
A brief obituary stated that ‘his wife predeceased him some years ago’,
an under-estimation, and made mention mainly of his Shaftesbury store
and interest in Esperanto. 434 It could also have noted the multiplicity of his
attempts to earn a living, of which his mining ventures were the least
successful. His involvement in mining had been prompted by the reports of
valuable silver ore being found in the Tui district, but like so many others
taking up mining at some stage of their lives, he was quite unskilled in
geology or in mining techniques. What he called mining was really
prospecting, with he along with his partners hoping to discover good reefs to
enable them to sell their properties for a quick profit; there was no
indication that he intended to abandon shop-keeping and farming to become
a miner. His years as a merchant’s clerk in London were not a good
preparation for becoming a farmer, but he was capable of learning.
Although aided for a time by his sister and daughters, having two daughters
with mental problems must have made his life very difficult for some years.
Squirrell wrote in 1893 that his ‘object in life is to see my children settle
comfortably & safely’, 435 and he did his best, although he ended up leaving

such a small estate that no duty was levied on it. 436
His diary and letters reveal a passionate man who took political and
religious liberty seriously, and was never afraid to speak his mind. These
sources reveal his opinions and his personality, which for most now-obscure
people have been largely lost to posterity through lack of information.
Appendix
Figure 1: ‘Map of Gordon Settlement’, Terese McLoughlin and Gladys
Davison, Gordon Centenary 1884-1984 (Matamata, 1984), p. 3: John
Squirrell had Sections 5 and 5A in Block X, Mary Foughey had Section 25A
in Block VII, and in 1897 David Foughey acquired Section 24 in Block VII.
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